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Universal Bibliographic Control:
Its Role in the Availability
of Information and Knowledge
PaulineA. Cochrane
With the introduction of high technology into library operations the
global bibliographical database to which Dorothy Anderson referred in
1976 is much c[oser to a reality, making the need for universal biblio-

as electronic publishing are put in context in order to suggest an expanded role for UBC in the funre.

Lfuring therecentpast,from 1961to 1989,muchwork hasbeenundertakento developinternationalbibliographic standardsand standardpracnavrng
ashaving
theseefiorts
effortsas
tsransHeymans,'has
Heymans,' has descrrbed
tices.
trces. one
Oneauthor,
author,Frans
describedthese
achieved more results in the field of international bibliographic control
than in the twenty centuries before.
On the basis of theseefforts a number of international and regional information programs and systemshave been established. Also, national bibliographic developments worldwide are now planned with an awareness of
the international context. We now are using worldwide a unique numbering system for monographs and serials, an international standard for entries for bibliographic descriptions, for different types of publications, and
for abbreviations used. We have international agreementson the transliteration of nonroman alphabets, for the structure of machine-readable records, and for an international exchange format.
Pauline A. Cochrane is Professor Emeritus, School of Information Studies, Syracuse University. Cochrane is now residing in Colombo, Sri Lanka. Address any comments to author
c/o Colombo-DOS, Washington,DC2052l-6100. This article is a revision of a pap€r presented at the twentieth annual Association of Caribbean University and Research Libraries
(ACURIL) Conference, Kingston, Jamaica, Apri126,1989. Manuscript received July 20,
1989; acceptedfor publication May 18, 1990.
@1990 Pauline A. Cochrane.
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Catalog codes such as the Anglo-Amertcan Cataloguing Rules,2d edition, and classification schemessuch as the Dewey Decimal Classification
have been revised to make them more useful to librarians in many coun-

what they cirn lead. In that way it shows what UBC may help to achieve on
a global basis ifthe efforts begun a quarter ofa century ago are put in a new
context.

cessedfor various purposes by people almost anywhere in the world.
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OCLC and Dialog are the most global of all the bibliographic utilities, but
they are not the only ones. Efforts like CARISPLAN in the Caribbean
should be seen as part of this "global bibliographic database." CARISPLAN in fact is a better example becauseits users get many specialized
services, which ensure that information, not just bibliographic references,
is available on demand.This is the necessaryfinal ingredient of UBC if we
are to achieve our ultimate goal of meeting users' needs for information
and knowledge.
UBC has always been a goal of modern librarianship. Making it a program of UNESCO/IFLA was the ingenious idea of a few librarians who

1966, and the concept of universal bibliographic control has gone beyond
its original scope with the introduction of another IFLA program, universal availability of publications (UAP). A concomitant of UBC, UAP is a
formal effort to improve accessto publications through interlending both
within and betweencountries."
The original basis of the UBC conceptwas simple:
1. the practical common senseof making use of and exchangingworldwide bibliographic records created nationally, but based on internationally accepted bibliographic standards and cataloging practices;
and
2. the recognition that the catalogers in any one country are best able to
describe the publications of their country.
Over time the concept of UBC was expanded to include the availability
of bibliographic information in computer-based systemsthat can be linked
via telecommunications.
Belonging to any international information system or abstracting and indexing service will require adjustments for many who feel some of their
local concerns are being ignored. Others are concerned lest local or regional bibliographic systems become too tailor-made and do not show
enough regard for international services. Obviously there has had to be
constant vigilance to ensure that the interrelationship of national and international needs and demands is recognized. Stephen Davis, Frans Heymans, and Bjorn Tell are such vigilant people.
Heymans n 1982 described the dilemma of librarians who did not want
to deny national traditions and characteristics for the sake of international
uniformity.'He suggestedways around this that could now be implemented given the ability of the new technological devices. His call for a
"worldwide exchangeof authority files" is beginning to be answeredand
maybe his International Standard Control Form (ISCF) should be reconsidered. As he said, via ISCF there could be direct accessto the national
form of a heading, but the international control heading could always be
addedwhen needed.
StephenDavis makes a plea for all of us engagedin UBC efforts to consider the special needs of rare books and manuscripts librarians and how
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the new CD-ROM technology can change the way we look at some of our
efforts at UBC.'.
Bjorn Tell, in a 1988 presentation to the International Federation for
DoCumentation/Educatioir and Training Committee in Finland," reported
on his efforts to teach cataloging and databaseproduction in Nicaragua. He
argues that minimum cataloging should be the first step in order to get
books out to the public, and later, with a computer software program like
/S/S (supplied to developing countries by the International Development
Research Centre in Canada), these input records could be augmented following a step-by-step procedure to make the records more comprehensive
and usable in national and international bibliographies. He even proposes
the introduction of numerus currens as shelfmarks, with Dewey and Cutter
numbers coming later if neededfor usein classified catalogs. He beseeches
FID, IFLA, and UNESCO to "clari$ the obstaclesblocking the road to a
development towards a descriptive cataloging more adapted to computerization," and he applauds researcherswho are working to devise a catalog
basedon the use of hypertext techniques instead of expert systemsbasedon
AACR2 as a knowledge base.
In my opinion their suggestions can be followed and we can still be
working toward UBC.
With such discussionscontinuing the goal of UBC might seemto be beyond our reach, but it is good to remember that the UBC program begun
more than twenty-five years ago is still going on even though a whole generation of people in the profession has come and gone. There are still reports of work within the programtaking place. Paperspresentedat the annual conferencesof IFLA still report progress "in the context of (IBC"
such as retrospective national bibliographies, third world national bibliography publications, UNIMARC, union lists of serials, and Cataloging-inPublication (CIP).
The challenge today, according to Ross Bourne, "is for the programme
to operate efFrciently within the constraints of staff and budgetary resources, whilst remaining responsive to external developments, such as
the growing significance of automation in library planning and the greater
potential foi cooperation."'2
So UBC as a goal aswell as an IFLA/UNESCO program is ongoing, but
people are reminding us to remember that cataloging and automation and
the bibliographic databasesproduced are only tools or a chnnnel and not
ends in themselves.When we say that the role of UBC efforts is to make
information more readily accessibleto any who are in need of it, we must
be sure that all UBC efforts are significantly improving the availability of
information.
UBC as a program is not to demonstrate control over bibliographic information butto mnke information accessible. Bibliographic retrieval systems can now be linked to optical retrieval systemsand full-text databases.
Electronic publishing is more and more evident. Within the context of such
developments all our efforts at UBC should help provide direct and immediate accessto images of the original information.
The First International Confer6nce on Bibliographic Access in Europe"
tookplace at the University of Bath in England on SeptemberL4-17 , 1,989.
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UBC was not explicitly on the program, but there was no way the conference could be held without it. The major topics for the conferencebrochure were centralized databases,bibliographic standards,networking,
and public interactive library catalogs.Not one of thesetopics could have
been contemplated without the work that began as UBC twenty-five years
ago.
Atherton, as early as 1966, and Sable, twenty years later, have recommended that we think of such reference tools as abstracting services and
directories aspart of the domain of auniversal bibliographical database.'o'tt
How these databasesare formatted and designed will affect how easily
they can be merged with the bibliographic databaseswe have had as our
primary focus inUBC efforts. Sable, in his 1986 article, said it very well
when he wrote: "Combining fine directories, international in scope,with
bibliographical information for monographic, periodical, and audiovisual
sources provides the example par excellence of what is required . . . for
those . . . desiring to learn . . . to gain accessto information. "
It is encouraging to report that such combined accessis already in existence in the field of toxicology. An announcement from the Specialized
Information Services Division of the National Library of Medicine in
Washingtonreports that via TOXNET userscan now gain accessto DBIR,
the Directory of Biotechnology Information Resources.Thesesameusers,
of course, have accessto MEDLINE, CATLINE, AVLINE, AIDSLINE,
and DOCLINE, to mention only a few of the files available in NLM's
"global medical bibliographic database."
In an anicle judged among the "Best of the 1986 ALA/RTSD Conference," Karen Horney of Northwestern University wrote about library services in the informaiion era.'u She attempted some predictions about the
library of the future. What she had to say may have been influenced by the
rapid changesshehas seenin her own library since 1971when NOTIS was
first implemented, but it rings true becauseit puts such efforts as UBC in
perspective with the newest developments and trends in information handling.
The book asan artifact will no longer be limited to [its] traditional [tbrmj.
Catalogingwill still be anintellectualprocess,but it may not takeplaceentirely
within libraries.
Many resourceswill be accessed
but not ownedby libraries.
Thejournal aswe know it will ceaseto existandbereplacedby electronicarticle
access.

using CD-ROM typesof equipmentmaintainedin-house.
I interpret her messageto mean that universal bibliographic control is
within our grasp. The availability of new technological applications and
our determination to use them has made it possible to envision biblio-
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graphic databasesthat are cooperatively produced and used by many libraries in many countries. The work begunbefore the 1961 IFLA Conference on Cataloging Principles and continued in the IFLA UBC Office in
the British Library since 1974 has helped the library profession ready itself
for the opportunity to use the new technology to good advantage for the
common good. During this long period of trial and error at library automation at the local level we have still come out ahead on the international or
universal level. This shouldbe causeforjoy in our professionalcircles, but
are we correct in painting such a rosy picture when we know there is still so
much to do in the context of electronic publishing? I think the answer is a
qualified yes, but there are some serious problems we must be willing to
face.
This expandedview of the meaning of UBC will create someproblems
for the developed countries and even more problems for.the developing
ones. As Dorothy Anderson describedin her 1986 article," there must be
concern about shortagesof resourcesto accomplish the required tasks.
Without technical equipment and its maintenance, without persons who
are trained, and without a basic and reliable infrastructure of communication, some countries that contribute to efforts at UBC may not be able to
use the global databasemade by such efforts. Cannot these shortages be
seen as international problems?
When joint retrospective conversion projects are undertaken, such asthe
Stanford Project (r-ecently announced-fo? Latin American materials),'8
should not the plan of work include not only cooperating libraries in the
United States(in this caseUniversity of California-Berkeley, University
of Florida, Indiana University, University of Texas at Austin, and Yale
University) but also someCaribbeanor Latin American academicresearch
libraries? After all, when the 56,000 new records and the enhancementof
an additional 85,000 records already in the OCLC and RLIN databasesare
available, all libraries on these systems will benefit. The Stanford project
leaders report that this effort will result in a valuable assetfor scholarship
throughout Central and South America, "where library holdings and accessthereto is often uncertain." If that is true, then by their very effort
theseU.S. librarians should be trying to help Central and SouthAmerican
librarians with their efforts at bibliographic control. Then the availability
of information from theseregions aswell as in theseregions will improve.
It is disappointing that no library from the Caribbean is part of this project.
Thereis no doubtthatelectronicpublishing will changewhatwe all do in
our future UBC efforts. Horny points out that:
1. The standardmonographicmaterials will continue to be published in
the eminently convenient traditional book format, but shorter documents and esoteric texts are likely to be maintained in electronic
databases with on-demnndprinting of hnrd copy. Tlis development
alone will mean significant changes in library services because it
means that many resources will be accessed but not owned by libraries. This wili changeour "library" catalogsinto "universatbiUliographic access'1catalogs.
2. The journal as we know it will ceaseto exist and be replacedby electronic article access.The indexing and abstracting services are likely
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Cochrane wrote:
Thechallengefor thelibrary professionnow is zot how to convertcardcatalogsto
muhifunctionalcatonlinecatalogs,buthowto convertunifunctional
catalogsinto
alogs where known-item and topical-subjectsearchescan both be successfully
completed.

publishing efforts will have an impact on our catalogs. We must b9e.j1.to
itrint of i-nternational efforts to improve subject access via our biblio-
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By universal subject accessI mean an appropriate accesssystemto all
library and information collections, thereby making possible the accessibility of information by users anywhere. Just as CARISPLAN uses the
OECD Microthesaurus, other international or global databaseswill have
to adopt some ways of vocabulary switching.
At the core of suchan effort there could be a responsible agency,like the
LJBC/IFLA office in London, which would coordinateefforts to produce a
langunge system, going beyond DDC, LCC, LCSH, UNBIS, OECD or
any other index language. All the specific index languageswould be entry
points into USA network, but there would be additional switching mechanisms to interpret and translate across specific languagesof the various
databasesand the languageof users. Maybe the idea should be resurrected
after ten years and some new thinking applied to the concept. Given the
show of interest in Europe, it may happenthere, or here in the Caribbean,
before it happensin the United States.
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Lives of Noisy Desperation:
A Year's Work in
CollectionDevelopment,1989
Karen A. Schmidt
The collection development literature of 1989shows how well the profession is coping with declining budgets, spiraling costs, and new technologies. A sekctive number of articles and boolcson thefollowing topics are
reviewed: general works on colleaion devebpment; financing; seriuls;
new technology; collection evaluation and measurement; autonwtion;
cooperative arrangements; selection and review; preservation, storage
and collection size; vendors and acquisitions; and education and training. The literature suggeststhat librarians in charge ofcollection development must continue to deal wilh financial burdens and an expanding
list of demandsfor new mnterials in all formats.

( 67T|
I he massof men," wrote Henry Thoreau, "lead lives of quiet desperation."'For thoseinvolved in collection developmentand management
activities thesedays, there is little time for the luxury of quiet. Collection
managershave fallen on desperatetimes , their work a reflection of a dizzy ing display of declining budgets, spiraling costs, and new technologies.
The collection developmentliterature of 1989 showshow well the profession is coping with thesetrends after the whiplash of 1987 and 1988.
Included in this literature review are a selective number of articles and
books produced during 1989, listed under a dozentopics ofgeneral concern to the collection manager.Two topics, preservationand mattersrelating to acquisitionsas an adjunct to collection development,are touchedon
only briefly. A number of substantial works appearedthis year, including
full-length texts and a reprise of important piecespublished years before.
The range of publications shows the growth of this sector of librarianship
and the positive responsesto the problems facing our collections.

GnNnnll Wonrs
Two important texts appeared, providing comprehensive overviews of
the work of collection management. Wortman's Collection Management:
Background and Principles teats all aspectsof collection managementin a
KarenA. Schmidtis AcquisitionsLibrarian, University of lllinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Invited paperreceivedand acceptedfor publicationJune13, I 990.
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way that is beneficial to both the studentand the practitioner. Shoemaker's
Collection Management: Current Issuesis a collection of in-depth essays
that document the stateof the art of collection development as we understandit today. A shorter treatmentof this generalareais found in the Association of College & ResearchLibraries' CLIP note Collection Development Policies for College Libraries, which details collection policies for
college libraries.
The needto shift our focus from documentsto content and from collections to individuals is the focus of Drake's article, while Schwartzprovides
an extensive review of the decision-making process of book selection.
Atkinson puts the role of collection developmentin a historical setting to
developa systemizedapproachto the problems in the field, similar in some
respectsto the argumentsposed by Buckland, who examinesthe scopeof
collection development and suggeststhat we begin regarding collection
developmentmuch aswe regard file organizationwith a computer system.
This approachallows the collection developmentlibrarian tosee how files
ate used, asopposedto looking solely at the substanceof the file. Bucknall
discussesthe problems and promises of organizing collection activities in
one centralized area as opposed to a coordinated but decentralized ap-

Atkinson provides a scholarly essayon referential abstractionin bibliography and the ways in which bibliography is used in library selection. He
notes that bibliography is one of the most ancient but least studied of the
branchesof scholarship. A 1989 reprint of Fremont Rider's 1944 essay,
"The Future of the ResearchLibrary." serves the valuable function of
making us look back on past concerni. Rider'r promotion of the use of
microfilm and microcards as a way of producing savings in space and
money echo a familiar and presenttheme with new technology.
FrNaNcBs

ously their collection and selectionpolicies and produce librarians who are
informed consumeradvocates.
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Snnnr,s
Serials arethe source of much of the financial crunch that libraries expe-

periences at the University of Arizona for a three-year cancellation project
lorm the basisfor discussionby Tallman and Leach, in which the problem
of establishing a balance between monograph and serial expenditures is
addressed.
Heitshu and Leach discuss the full range of problems in developing serial collections. Of interest to this literature review is their presentation of
economic problems, including the Gordon and Breach controversy. Problems associatedwith serial costsmost often affect the sciencecollections,
with resultant effects on the rest of the collection according to Yocum. She
notes that the very pluralism of the university, which is expected to be representedin the library, createstension within collection development.

NnwTncnxol,ocY
Another major source of frustration in the past few years has been the
introduction of new technology. CD-ROM accessto the literature of many

sions in an online, technologically advanced environment.
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andprintformats.
Cor,r,ncrroNEvALUATToN
AND MEASTIREMET.{T

braries_havebegun using the RLG conspectuswith good success,as reported by Hibbs.

Aurourlrrolq
Virtually all aspectsof library management have been automated, leav1"g F" collection managerwith reams of data on acquisition, circulation,
{qplication, and budgetsfrom his/her own library as well as from others.
While the data generatedfrom theseautomated syitems are useful, Lynden
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easily, particularly if library holdings are in machine-readableform.
CoopnurrvE

ARRANGEMENTS

and are the keystoneto successof cooperativearrangements.
SELECTIONAI\D IIEVIEW
Selection is a subset of collection development that is part art and part
science.Reviews play an important role in selection,as do approval plans
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in many libraries. Blake provides a scholarly look at how reviews affect
selection, as does Parker, who notes that scholarly journals are a major
sourcefor selectionin large libraries, despitedrawbacksin timeliness. As
notedearlier, Schwartzlooks at the processthrough which librarians select
books, likening the processto garbage-candecisionmaking, a processthat
is characterizedby open-endedgoals, problematic preferences,hazy techniques, and poor feedback.Kaatrude, Ca4renter, and Childress and Gibbs
look at the interplay between selection and approval plans. Hardin explores the usefulness of deposit accounts and approval plans in budgetary
planning for mid-sized academiclibraries.
Collection development and selection for reference collections is the
topic of an essayby Hattendorf, who looks at a frequently ignored area of
collection development. Hattendorf presentsthe notion of Olson's "professional blind spots" in selection, including misinterpreting patron
needs,exercising personalbiases,and confusing the role of the collection
development librarian. A survey by Okpokwasili and Bundy provides information about selection policies in agriculture libraries in the United
States.Branin discussesinformation policies for collection and selectionin
libraries of all sizes.aslibraries' focusesshift from collections to information access.The two cultures of humanities and scienceseachdefine their
own selection criteria, as described by Budd. Each culture has its own

braries.
PRESERvATIoN, STORAGE
ANDCOLLECTIONSIZE
The body of literature on preservation is a growing and vital part of the
professional record. This review includes only a very small portion of the
literature available on this important topic. In a review of collection and
preservationissuescommon to many libraries, Byrnes addressesthe problems of replacementpurchase,resourcesharing, new format acquisition,
and budgetary costs of preservation. Confirming the difficulties of preserving a working research collection, a study from the University of Illinois showed onTy29 percentof the collection in good condition. An important part of this study is the replicated methodology.
Cooper producesa cost methodology to decide on alternative collection
storagefacilities. The method looks at type of accessand shelving to determine needs.Dowd's "Alexandria Revisited" addressesspaceand collection growth. She notes the dichotomy between the archival and service
roles of researchlibraries and discussesthe impact of storagealternatives
such as compact shelving.
Deacquisition is a little-explored area of collection management.
Kovacs handlesboth scienceand technology collections and general collections, providing guidelinesfor knowledgeableweeding and citing tools
to suppoft the weeding effort. Both methodology and labor costs for dis-
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bandinga collectionarethe topicsof an articleby RoseandHeron.They
themethodfor integratinganadvertisingmaterialscollectioninto
describ-e
the generalcollection,notinglow processingcosts.
VENDORS/ACQTIISITIONS

sions.

EDUCATION ANDTRAINING

librarianscouldfit easilyinto the colbrariesandaskif humanities-trained
lection developmentand referenceareasof a sciencelibrary. They concludethat scieice credentialsarenot anessentialcriterion for humaniststo
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collection development librarians are causefor noisy desperation.
Far better we spread the word than sink in quiet desperati6n.
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number of different copiers . . . provided the equipment is supplied with
archival paper and stabletoners.""
Papnn
Standardsfor archival-qualrtypaper have beenestablishedby the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) and the American National
StandardsInstitute. Permanentcopies should be produced with synthetic
sizing at a neutral or alkaline pH and contain an alkaline reserve filler ofat
least2 percentcalcium carbonate.'Calcium carbonateservesas a buffer to
neutralize acids that might be generated during the aging process or come
from the environment.6
Many archival-quality papers are now available. XEROX XXV Archival Bond is an acid-free paper assessedcapableoflasting severalhundred
years.'An alkaline-basehiaper, such as i{oward Comfany's Permalife,
meets the ASTM standard as the most permanent-it is Type I paper containing the buffer necessaryto neutralize acids."In-housetesting for acidic
content can be accomplishedby using a pH pen. A yellow, gre,en,or blue
mark will indicate high acid, some acid, or no acid content, respectively.
ToNBn
To produce a permanent copy, the toner should contain stable resin materials, such as acrylics and polyesters, and stable pigment, such as
carbon-black. The fusing process should be balancedto ensure a strong
bond to the paper surface.eMost plain-paper copiers today use toners that
contain a sulfi-cient amount of carbon-b-lai,kto aisure a permanent copy.'o
Neither of the two general types of dry toners, dual component and
monocomponent, appearsto affect the relative permanence of the copies if
acid-freepaperis usedandthe fusing is properly balanced.The differences
between them are in copy quality and maintenance aspectsof the system.
The dual-component type provides very good copy contrast and definition
to lighter sectionsbecauseof its finer particles and it is generally less expensive. The monocomponent, which eliminates the need for a separate
developer, gives better half-tones, provides less expensivemaintenance,
and is more reliable with fewer parts."
Dry toners useheat and pressurefusing to produce a durable bond. !^iquid tonerspenetratedeeply into the paper and are resistantto abrasion." In
the past, useof liquid tonersrequired a specially treatedpaper; however, a
new development,called the Landa process,now allows liquid toner to be
used with any type of bond paper.'3 A recent study by the Government
Printing Office (GPO) suggeststhat the liquid process can offer a more
durable image. In the futurg., liquid toners may prove more suitable than
dry toners for archival use.'"
The paper and toner pair is critical for obtaining a relatively permanent
photocopy. GPO tests to determine archival quality of xerographic copies
concluded that the toner is the more stable component of the paper/toner
pair. The tests recommended use of archival-quality paper and determined
that the copier should-operate at optimum temperature to ensure the melt
and flow of the toner.'" Two in-housetestswill evaluatethe quality of photocopies: atape peel test, which consistsof gently rubbing tape onto the
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Although possible damageto originals from ultraviolet light used in the
xerographic processis a concern, the consensusat a recent preservation
photocopying conference was that the length of exposure was not sufficient to causeadverseeffect.'oSomemachines,suchasMita photocopiers,
provide U-3 screening,which accordingto the distributor, filters outultraviolet ravs.''
tuto""r*" DesrcN
To photocopy a book on a traditional copier designedwith 1flat, centered platen re{uires that it be opened 180 degreesand presqe{ flat, with
additional pressureto obtain the text in the gutter. This method places great
strain on abook's binding and hasbeena major factor in limiting the useof

service on a modified machine. Becausethe production level would be
small and the cost expensive, finding a company to undertake the research
and development effort was difficult, and the project was dropped. The
British Library prototype, similar to the above ventule, also ran into manufacturing problems, but the project was completed." The Archivist Book
Copier is currently on the market.

4481 LRTS o 34(4) c On
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Four photocopiers designed specifically for book copying are currently
available. A table of comparison (appendix A) provides basic specifications and features of six models. The following discussion briefly describeseach book copier's design and general characteristics.
Oc6 Library Copier-1725 & 1925R. Oc6 library copiers are highvolume, side-edgecopiers. The book is placedoff the edgeat a l05-degree
angle (l2O-degreeangle on the 1925R model) and is supportedby an adjustable book rest. Adjustable cover hinges can be raised to four inches to
accommodatethe width of the book. The cover has flaps on the side to keep
the flash in and ambient light out. A reinforced glass platen on the edge
assistsin capturing the text in the gutter. The manufacturer statesthat the
printing is ':exceptionally close to the book bind. "'
Controls itre easy to accessand clearly marked. Paper trays are internal
but slide out for easeofaccess. One accessory,the foot pedal, is especially
convenient becauseit leaves hands free to turn pages. The 19]5R model
has a reduction capability from an original of 11 by 17 inches." The Oc6,
as all other current book copiers, does not have an automatic duplexing
capability. Copying on the r-everseside can be done manually.'u
The Oc6 copiers have a production level of over 100,000 copies per
month. Ocd offe{s an excellent maintenancecontract, guaranteeinga 95
percent up time." The dual-belt photoconductorsystem-paperpath ii only
24 inches, lesseningthe possibility of paperjams." The dealer handlesall
suppliesexceptpaper, replacing the toner.at90,000 copies. The toner light
will come on with 3,000 copies to go, providing adequatetime to call for
service.'n
Xerox 5042 BookSaver Copier. The Xerox 5042 BookSaver Copier is a
medium-volume, side-edgecopier. It has a 35-degree,beveled-edgeplaten with an extension tray to support the book. The cover hinges are adjustable to two inches and there are no flaps. The manufacturer claims it can
copy without distortion into the gutter to within 1/roinch of the binding.
Features include wide-range reduction, which can accommodate oversized materials up to 17 by 17 inches; an enlargement capability; and a
document-sensing capability, which limits co^pyarea to the width of the
book, thus saving toner and running cleaner.- The maintenancecontract
includes parts only; all suppliesare separate."
SelectecBOOKMASTER Copiers. The SelectecBOOKMASTER Copiers are desktop models based on a modified Mita copier. Their clamshell
opening, dry toner cartridge, and simplified controls provide easeof access, maintenance, and use. All models have frontload panels. While
there is no book rest to support the book, the platen cover, with an accordion hinge, gently holds the book in place. There are no flaps on the cover.
The original model, Selectec1603, is a medium-volume machine with a
dealer estimatedmonthly output of 20,000. Its slantedpanel is sloped at a
t20-degren angle. The manufacturer claims the Selectec 1603 will copy to
within 3/szof an inch of the binding without damaging the spine of tightly
bound books."
The newly introduced 1700 Series doubles the monthly ou@ut to 40,000
and offers more copying features. Four models are configured differently
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slide up to four inches apart to accommodate thicker books. The cradle
movespneumatically, and air pressureand speedare adjustable.36
The cradle rises to meet a V-shapedcopier head, where the snug fit permits copying to within five millimeters of the gatter.'' The cradle slides toward the
operator, facilitating the placing and removal of the book. The cradle rotates 180 degreesso that left and right pagescan be copied without moving
the book." The Archivist has no reduction capabiliry and only one copy
slze, Srlz by 11 inches. A new model Archivist is being introduced that
usesan upgradedMita DC2l1 as the host copier and will offer two paper

opment of the ALA prototype, Howard White expressed concern about
mixing 4ifferent systemsand the impact it might have on performance and
service.*'
Furunp Tnnxns
Future trends appear to be toward digital scanning coupled with laser
copiers. The output is xerographic; however, insteadof the original image
being projected onto a drum, as is currently the practice, the image is digitizedby scanning. The digital signals are sent to a laser printer, which reproducesthe digitized image onto a drum; from there the processis similar
to any xerographic copier.o2
Two developments offer nonelectrostatic processing methods for copying from bound volumes. Several years ago, the British Library developed
a digital book copier. Like the Archivist, it has a rotating book cradle;
however, the scanningunit, rather than the book cradle, moves to meet the

The newestdevelopmentin book copying, also developedby the British
Library, is a photographic processcalled ElectroluminescentCopying. A
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thin, flexible, electroluminescentlamp is slipped betweenthe pagesalong
with a sheetof photographic paper. The lamp is illuminated and then the
photographic paper developed. The British Llbrary claims that the book
needsto be opened only a few millimeters to insert the lamp and paper. The
lamp does not glow around the edge; therefore, there will be some extremely tightly bound books whose gutterscannotbe completely captured.
The system is being marketed as the "Bookmark" copier. According to
the publisherc of Informntion Media & Technolo7!, the reintroduction of
older photographicprocessingtechniqueswill be useful for the copying of
rare books.os
CrroosrNc A PIIoTocoPIER
IoeNrrpvrNc Nnnns
The selectiveprocessin choosinga photocopier begins with identifying
specific needs.Format and size of materialsin the collection; monthly output; intended use;.-andoperational variables of cost, quality of copy,
speed,easeofuse,*" and, particularly for preservationpurposes,the book
copier design all play critical roles in defining the most suitable copier.
GnrneRrNc D,q,re
Following identification of specific needs, collecting data to determine
and selectthe best book copier can begin. Four basic sourcesof information will assistin the evaluativeprocess:generalliterature, manufacturers'
brochures, comparative test evaluations, and a personal, hands-onuse of
the equipment and interviews with users. Regarding general literature,
there is a paucity of sourcematerial on the subject of preservationphotocopying and even lessthat specifically addressesequipment. Journalsand
newsletters such as the Restaurator, Information Media & Technology,
Conservation Administration News, and Abbey Newsletter have some information on equipment developments.Once the models of photocopiers
are identified, manufacturers' brochures and discussionswith distributors
provide basic specification data and specific design features. Comparative
test evaluationsare very useful for objective evaluationsbasedon independent testing. Such evaluative data can be found in Copier Review, published by Buyers Laboratory, and Datapro's Office Products Bulletin.
These publications are not generally available in libraries, but accessto
them is possible through the photoduplication division of government
agenciesoschools,or businessesthat subscribe.Lastly, a hands-onevaluation and interview can be extremely useful in identiffing the pros and cons
of the equipmentand is a must before deciding on a specific system.An onsite checHist of equipment factors-size, output, t5/petoner, image quality, and easeof use-and other variables suchascost and maintenanceconsiderationsis provided at appendix B.

CoNcr,usloNs
Most photocopierscan be usedfor preservationphotocopying, provided
they are equipped with archival paper and a stable toner. Continuing improvementsin conventionalcopier capabilities, including increasedspeed,
a variety of functions, increasedeaseof use, color copiers, and higher im-
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APPENDX A. T.cBI,n oT CoMPARISoN
Source: Specification data were compiled from a variety ofsources: manufacturers' brochures and fact sheets, discussions with sales representatives, journal articles, and an
RTSD handout, "A Side-by-Side Comparison of Three 'Edge' Copiers. "
Epcn Coprcns

oceLc 1725
Specifications

(1925R)

XEROX 5042

SELECTEC1603 SELECTEC1707

console
H42.3" (42.7")
w 68.2" (67")
D 30.4"(3r")
760lbs (900lbs)

console
H 41"
w 47"
D29"
375lbs

desk-top

162lbs

desk-top
H227/r.e"
W 293/q"
D25e/rc"
246lbs

Power

ll5v/20a,
23Ovl2oa
(230v120a)

I 15v/15a

ll$ll20l220l240v

l20v

Speed

45cpm

18-35cpm
(papersize)

2l cpm

32cpm

Model type
Dimensions

Weight (w/o
sorter)

H lls/rc"
W 28rle"
D23slrc"
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oc6t-cnzs
specilications

(1925R)

XEROX 5042

SELECTEC1603 SELECTEC1707

Monthly
volume
Platensize

10,000-100,000

5,000-25,m0

0-20,000

1.000-,!0.000

8rlz" xl4"
(ll" xl7")

17" x 17"

tl" x 17"

ll"

Papertray
capacity&
papersizes

dual-2200 sheets dual-925 sheets
8Uz" x ll"
8112"x ll"
8112"x 14"
8rlz" x 14"
ll" x 17"

dual-500 sheets
8tlz" x ll"
8112"x 14"
ll" x 17"
drum

triple-1000 shees
8112"x lt"
8Uz" x 14"
ll" x 17"

drydualconrponent

drydual
cor4)onent

drum

Photoconductorbelt

x 17"

drum

type
Toner

drymonocornponent drydualconponent

Reduction
capability

no (yes-2 steps
fixd:65% ldger
wlefer;T\%
legal to letter)

Contrast range

3 fixed levels:
variable: 6-level
lighter, darker,
lightening;
normal
4-level darkening

Duplexing

manual

manual

Accessories

footpedal

none

Bookrest

slopedside-edge
panel
w/adjustable
book support

beveled side-edge
panel

yes (+ edlargement) no
in l% incrcments;
&-l4l%;5
preset selections:
61741941129114l

y*-nl%
incrcrnents;
64-lffiVo;
enlargernent
caPabilitY for
non-books only

variable

autolnauc or
variable

manual
footpedal

available
footPedal

slopedfront-edge slopedfront-edge
panel; stationary panel; stationary
booksuPport
booksupport

Angle

105'(120')

125"

120"

135'

Depth of copy

Closetobook
binding

w/in r/ro" ofbook
binding

w/in 3/rz" ofbook
binding

not available

Cover

accordion hinge up
to4" w/covir
flap

adjustable hinge up accordion hinge up
to 9"; no cover
io 2"; no cover
flaP
flap

List price

$14,900 ($16,900) $9,470

Fecr-up Coprnn
SppcrrrclrroNs

ARCHIVIST

Model type

Desk-top

Dimensions

Weight (w/o sorter)
Power
Speed
Monthly volume
Platen size
Paper tray
& paper size

H 571/2"

w 53"
D23rlz"
242tlzlbs
ll0l220l240v
operatordependent
not available
British standard
Single
8112"x ll"

$6,99s

accordiin hinge up
to 9"; no cover
flaP
$8,795
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Photoconductor type

drum

Toner

dry dual component

Reduction capability

no

Contrast range

variable

Duplexing

manual

Accessories

foot pedal (allows seated position)

Book rest

cradle; supple tape for spine; rotates 360'; slides on track for
adjustment; pneumatic lift to V-shaped optic copier head

Angle

est. 105"

Depth ofcopy

w/in 5mm of book binding

Cover

not applicable

List price

$1s.999
Apprxnx B. CrilcKr.rsr
IIANDS-oN EVALUATION AND INTERVBW

o Book copying design
-model
-edge copier
-face-up copier
-book rest or cradle
-degree of angle
-depth into gutter
-cover hinges
-adiustable
-thickness
-built-in/attached
c Size andweight
o Electrical requirements
c Mobility
c Environmental
. Monthly output
-low volume (to 10,000)
-medium volume (to 50,000)
-high volume (50,000+)
o Speed/copies per minute
c Toner
-liquid
-dry (dual or monocomponent)
-automatic dispenser
o Image quality
o Exposure control/range
o Ease ofuse
-control panel
-diagnostic controls
-paper loading
-clearing jams
-adding toner
-documentation

a
a

Paper trays
-capacity
-internal/external
-Paper sfle
-paper feed design
-manual bypass
Features
-duplexing
-automatic
-manual
-reduce/enlarge
-sorter
-foot pedal
-book mode switch
Costs
-initial
-buy
-lease
-recurrrng
-servlce
-supplies (toner, paper)
Warranty
Maintenance
-conuact
-fixed annual fee
-additional charges
-parts/labor included
-supplies included
-servlce
-reliability
-quality
-responslveness
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ture cited.

includedin the bibliography.
Threestrongdirectionsareapparentin this year'sliterature:a growing
lobby for the use of permanentpaper; more state, national, and international cooperativeeffort; and more funding and preservationeffort at
smallerinstitutionsandat statelevels.
A disturbingtrend is thepublicationof misleading,outdated,or erroneousinformationin the works written astreatmentproceduremanuals.An

Karl E. Longstrethis Map Librarian,Universityof MichiganLibrary, AnnArbor, Michigan. Invited-paperreceiv-edand acceptedfor publicationJuly 11' 1990.
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The publication of questionable treatment recommendations may reflect
professional dispute about proper methods, especially when qualitative
evaluation of methods does not exist. One need only look at the debate
about deacidification to seethis. However, the publication of misleading
or erroneous information is not confined to conseryation treatment manuals alone; it is evident throughout the literature. Critical, evaluative reviews are essentialto help correct errors, and readers need to be aware that
alternative views and recommendationsexist.

Jounxar,s
There are several periodicals that are concerned mainly or solely with
the issues surrounding the preservation and conservation of materials.
Conservation Administration News focuses on the management aspect of
the preservationeffort. The AbbeyNewsletteris a central sourceof preservation information, with a focus on conservationand bookbinding. An annual index is also provided. The Commissionon Preservation and Access
Newslettercontainsinformation on Commission activities and funding and
news about other preservation activities. One of the Commission's primary focuses continues to be the reformatting of brittle materials onto microfilm. The namesof other periodicals important to the preservation field
can be found in Longstreth (1989).
Many library journals include preservation news articles or regular
columns, including Library Hotline, American Libraries, Library Journnl, andIFLA Journal. Specializedjournalsalso include preservationon a
regular basis, for example, Art Documentation.
GBNon,Ir- TnnNns IN TIIE Flnr,o
The Commission on Preservationand Accessis broadening its focus in
preservation. The Abbey Newsletter has a good article with critical commentary on the Commission(see "1988-89 . . ."). The Commission's

purpose is to investigatethe possibilities for establishingan international
bibliographic databasefor preserved material. Rtitimann describes progress on a pilot project for this databaseand reports on activities in France
and West Germany.
A growing area of concern is the preservation of brittle materials that
include both text and image. A seminar on scholarly resources in art history in 1988, sponsoredby the Commission on Preservationand Access,
addressedthis topic. In the report Scholarly Resourcesin An History,Patricia Battin notesthat the focus ''was the preservationof intellectual content. " Distinctions were made between books and photographs and their
differing preservation requirements. It was also emphasizedthat images in
their original stateare central in art history. Recommendationsand strategies are presented.Deirdre C. Stamdiscusseshow art historians use illustrated texts, and an appendix summarizes recent articles on research in art
history.
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SUTn ACTIVITES

PI.ANNtr.IG
Gay Walker has written two helpful articles on assessingpreservation
needi and planning for preservationactivity. Theseprovide a conciselisting of considerationswhen developing a preservationplan.
Calmes and Baer summarize the work of the National Archives Advisory Committee on Preservation. The committee was formed in 1979 to
provide advice to the Archivist of the United States,notably on documents
-of
national importance, suchasthe Declaration of Independence,the Constitution, ana ihe gilt of Rights. It issueda set of recommendationsin 1981
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and, after review, a revised set in 1984. The committee remains active in
providing technical and scientific advice to the National Archives.
GnaNTSAND FUNDING
The most significant development in the area of grants and funding is the
increasedavailability of money, especiallyfor microfilming. The National
Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) PreservationProgram received an
appropriation of $12.5 million, an increase of $8 million from the 1988
fiscal year. This hashad three important results: more filming canbe done;
smaller libraries and archives have begun to band into cooperative groups
to apply for funds (for example, the RLG Great Collections Microfilming
Project PhaseII was for mid-sized libraries); and the availability of these
funds sparked continuing debate about funding comprehensive preservation programs.
Other library groups becameincreasingly interestedin funding. For example, Martinez reports on an Art Libraries Society of North America
EasternRegionalmeeting in June 1989. This meetingwas a symposiumon
funding for preservation, with two speakers, George Farr of NEH and
Margaret Child.
ErwrnoITvmNTAL h,OBLEMS,
DIsasTnns AND DISASTERPI,ANNING
Libraries were seriously damaged in both of the principal disasters of
l989-Hurricane Hugo in September and the Loma Prieta Earthquake in
October. Numerous reports are found in both the library literature and the
general media. In South Carolina, several branches of the Charleston
County Library system lost many or all of their books.' Flagg describes
damageto libraries in the San Francisco Bay area. Many bookstackscollapsed, and severallibraries suffered severestructural damage.
The CanadianLibrary Associationhasproduceda book on disastermanagement (England and Evans). The authors view disasters as including the
slow deterioration of acidic paper, and so also discusspreservation concerns relating to it. This volume has good information on planning for disasters, reacting to them, and preserving materials. However, there is
some questionablematerial in the book; for example, on drying books.
There have been other significant publications in this area in 1989. DePew has written on statewide disaster preparedness.Brezner and Luner
describeusing a microwave oven as a meansto kill insectsin books. They
caution that studies are necessaryto determine the long-term effect of microwaves on paper, and the authors are undertaking this study. They do
note some detrimental effects to some materials, and potential dangers in
use.
Plpnn QuAI-rrv AND DEAcrDrFrcATroN
Two important directions in 1989 were the increasing emphasison the
production and use of acid-free, or permanent,papers in printing and the
continued developmentof massdeacidification technology.
It is not uncofilmon to hear that we are moving toward a "paperless"
society and that this trend will have a greatimpact on libraries. An article
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by Edward Tenner, "The Paradoxical Proliferation of Paper," gives
niany examples of events or activities that indicate that the use of paper has
increased,iot decreased.He statesthat "paper is flourishing, not in spite
of but becauseof electronics."' He quotesthe director of the Rush Medical
Library, who said, "Many libraries are now acting as printing pressesfor
electronically stored information and as duplicators of printed materials."o Tenner points out that it is not a good assumptionthat electronic records will remain readable, even for a "fraction- of the two- or threehundred year life expectancy of acid'
George Cunha has written an updat
fication. He notes that controversy al
safety of the processescontinue. An i
sis on both deacidiffing and strength
data on deacidification technology art
oped the processes,Cunha statesthat
or privately funded evaluation by an
on books and paper, cost-effectivenes
systems." This work, while in part technical, should be consultedby anyone interested in deacidification of library materials.
The NYPL has established the New York Public Library Center of Paper Permanence(Swartzburg). IFLA is actively pursuing cooperativeiniernational efforts in permanent paper, with three resolutions passedat the
August 1989 meeting in Paris. Ttreseresolutions are to encouragethe use
of permanent paper 5y urging governments (and paper manufacturers and
pubfishers; to aObptpbticies on the use of permanent paper, by developing
in international standard for permanent paper, and by setting an example
by
using permanentpaper.
-Manf
organizations^aremore concernedwith paperpermanence. The
Societyof American Archivists (SAA) haspasseda resolution "to encourage the use of pernanent paper by all government agencies qnd other
rJcords-creatinf organuations" 1s6e"SAA is Active. . .").Ttle lQbq
Newsletter listi those publishers who, as of March 7 , have signed the
to
"Declaration of Book Preservation," which is a sign of commitment
' 'quality hard-covertradebooks' ' on acid-free
publish the first printings of
'paper (see"Authors . .").
A description of the Paper PreservationSymposium, spotsoredby the
Technical Association of flte Pulp and PaperIndustry (TAPPI), is given in
McCrady (A) and in Aspler. MCCrady recountsthe debateand argument
in this volatile field and notes that misconceptions and resistance still
plague efforts to improve the quality of paper used in publishing. TAPPI
has published the proceedingsfrom this conference.
Iriportant activities are ociurring in Congressand the execrrtivebranch
of th6 federal government. Two dirlctions dre evident: a push by the Joint
Committee oriPrinting to use acid-free papers and a mandate to the Solid
Waste Disposal Act that requires the government to buy recycled paper.
There is a ionflict in thesetwo activities, asrecycled fibers may come from
any source, and thus may be unsuitable in permanent paper. {ny paper
mide with recycled fibers is weaker than an equivalent paper made without
recycled fibeis. If passed,the Walgren Amendment to the Solid Waste
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Disposal Actwill limitthis effect by ensuringthat recycledpaperis permanent paper, when appropriate. The appropriate usesofpermanent paper in
government printing are being set by a directive from Congress to the Government Printing Office. This directive instructs the GPO to work with the
Joint Committee on Printing to identiff archivally important publications
and to print them on permanentpaper (see "Congressional Action . . .,"
"Hearings. . . ," "Recycled Paper . . .," and "The Walgren Amendment. .").
The libraries of the Committee on Institutional Cooperation (CIC) have
undertaken a program to evaluate mass deacidification of paper-basedlibrary materials. Building on work by other organizations, the CIC study
will evaluate process chemistry, material compatibility, toxicology , material handling, engineering, dependability, and cost (see "CIC will Evaluate . . ").
Whitmore and Bogaardpresenteda poster sessionat the May 1989meeting of the American Institute for Conservation. They reported on research
relating to the effects of metallic compounds (zinc, calcium, and magnesium salts) in deacidified paper and their effects on paper degradation.
More research is called for, but their preliminary results indicate that papers with zinc salts degrademore rapidly than untreated paper or paper that
contains calcium or magnesiumsalts.
hnsnnva,uoN

oF Plppn-Blsno

Mnorl

Growing awarenessof the importance of preserving materials in all
types of institutions is more apparentthis year. Schrock discussesthe importance of retaining documentation about conservation work on art and
artifacts (including library materials). Shereports on a study by the American Institute for Conservation funded bv the Gettv Trust and the National
Historic Publications and Records Commission.-This study assessedthe
feasibility of an archives for treatment records.
Jonesand Ritzenthaler discussthe implementation of an archival preservation program. It is a good overview of the preservation problem, with
emphasison archival materials. It discussescausesof deterioration, componentsof a preservationprogram, planning, and implementation. It also
discussesthe integration of preservationinto archivesmanagement,so that
preservationpracticesare partof "archive functions suchas.appraisal,accessioning, arrangementand description, storageand housing, reference
use, and exhibition. "'This information is pertinent to librarians as well as
archivists.
BRITTLE BOOKSAND RETORMATTING
ln Brtttk Books Programs, an ARL/OMS SPEC Kit, a survey and descriptive information are provided for twenty-one research libraries. Included are organization charts, work forms, flow charts, search forms,
procedural guidelines, reformatting procedures, and record-keepingprocedures.As with other SPEC Kits, it presentsuneditedmaterials from the
responding institutions so that a reader can see a sample of what the libraries use in carrying out their programs.
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NON-PAPER-BISBU MEDIA
Several large grants have been awarded to fund pr_eservation-activities
for film. Thelmage PermanenceInstitute received $585,403 in NEH and
matching funds toitudythe effectsof airpollution onboth color andblackand-whiie microfilm. ihe National Endowment for the Arts funds a film
preservationprogram that gavethree large grantstotallilg $]3.,0001oprefilms (iee "Some Bfu Grants . . ."). Pinion gives an
ierve nitrate-'Uas"eA
introductory overview of collection preservation and accessto audiovisual
materials. She discussesthe role of national libraries and the need for a
national collection, considering legal deposit as a method to accomplish
this.
knsrnvnuoNEDUcATToN

lications.

"SAA is Active . .").
In two articles, Featherand Lusher examinethe preservationinstruction
given in British library and information schools. The authors note that
ihere has been an increase in the number of courses in preservation and

British and American trends.
Someinstitutions are looking at the need for more conservation training.
The graduate Art Conservation Department of Buffalo State College is
working on planning a curriculum for training archives conservators. A
report summarizing the NEH-funded planning study is planned for the fall
of 1990 (see"Training . .").
CooppnarrYp ACTIYITIES
The Commission on Preservation and Access and the Association of
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Physical Plant Administrators have formed a task force on environmental
conditions so as to develop a course on preservation needsofcollege or
university libraries for facilities managers.
The proceedingsof the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Seminar on Access to Library
Resourcesthrough Technology and Preservationhave been published by
the American Library Association (Doyle). This seminar was held at the
Llbrary of Congressin July 1988, and the four general sessionsincluded
one devotedto preservation.GeneralSessionfV was entitled the "Current
Status of Preservation Programs," and five papers were presented on
preservationin the Soviet Union, five on preservationin the United States.
CONFERENcES
Conservation Administration News has a regular column on meetings
and conferencesthat provides a good sunmary of each event.
The National PreservationProgram Offrce of the Library of Congress
initiated a three-dayconferencein March 1989. The program was the first
conference on state preservation programs (McCrady B). The National
Archives held a conference entitled Cunent Trends in the Preservation of
Audiovisual Collections(McCrady C). The speakersaddressedthe preservation ofphotographs, films, soundrecordings, and video recordings. The
international symposium Managing the Preservation of Serial Literature
was held at the Library of Congressin May 1989.
IFLA has published the proceedingsof the international symposium on
newspaperpreservationand accessheld in London in August 1987 (Gibb).
The conferencebeganwith a seriesof paperson the history, bibliography,
and uses of newspapers,which set forth the importance of involving researchersand other usersin making decisionsabout the processofpreservation. There are also paperson managinga newspapercollection, on microfilming, and on national approaches to preservation. Several
workshopswere held on bibliographical aspects,users, filming, indexing,
preservation strategies,conservation, and new developmentsin technology. Of note is the workshop on conservation,asthis is a particularly troublesome area due to the size of newspapersand the often very poor quality
of paper used in printing. Banik reports that promising work is being done
in West Germany and Austria on massdeacidification and strengthening of
newspapers. Gibb provides a good surnmary that lists the important
themes of the conference.
The Restaurarorpublishedfive papersfrom the conferenceon microenvironmental researchheld at the U.S. National Archives in April 1988(see
"Microenvironmental Researchand New Directions in the Care of Collections").
Margaret Byrnes has edited the papers of a symposium on preserving
biomedical literature in the Bulletin of the Medical Library Association
(seeByrnes, DeBakey, Kirkpatrick, Paulson, and Richards).
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The Reproductionof
Library Materials in 1989
Erich J. Kesse
The author reviews the literature of the reproduction of library materials
published in 1989. Literature reviewed belongs to the archives and library professions, as well as to the reprographics and imaging industries. Topics inclu.deuse and impact ofboth established and new technologies.

.Ezstablishing the boundaries for a survey of literature relevant to the reproduction of library materials has become an increasingly difficult task.

Twain can be heard in the literature as the boundaries of reproduction expand. In the selections that follow, I have noted references that seemedto
meet the interests of the Reproduction of Library Materials Section
(RLMS) of the Associationfor Library Collections and Technical Services
(ALCTS) as well as those that indicate a future for reproduction of library
materials.
Subjects covered include the use of microforms in libraries, bibliographic control, micrographics equipment,micropublishing, preservation
microfilming, technical production of microforms, and microform standards, as well as other photographic media, photocopiersand photocopying, telefacsimile, and audiovisualmedia and recorded sound. In addition,
there are sectionson new technologiesand copyright.
MrCnoponus

IN LIBRARIES

The place of microforms in libraries has not yet been surpassedor replaced by new technologies. A number of authors continued to study the
relationship of micrographics and new technologies. Some authors, such
as Bida, Carman and Willis, predicted the long-term coexistenceof old
and new technologies and noted that microforms still capture far more detail than new technologies.None, however, suggestedthat new technoloErich J. Kesse is PreservationOfficer. Universitv of Florida Libraries. Gainesville. Florida. Invited paper received and accepiedfor pubiication July 9, 1990.
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gies will not gain ground. Morris and Raben considered the impact and
potential of electronic information and new technologies, and each suggested that "information brokers" such as the Online Computer Library
Center (OCLC) because of their bibliographic control capabilities will
provide accessto information reproduced in electronic or digital format.
The most recent review by the Association for Information and knage
Management (AUM) of the state of the information and imaging industry
examined both micrographic and electronic technologies and presented a
comprehensive overview of the industry with an eye to the future. Torok,
briefly reviewing the role of microforms in librarianship, posited a strategy for embracing this future that arises out of experience with micrographic information reformatting.
With regard to microforms in libraries per se, emphasis was placed on
preservation. Reilly prepareda "Statement of ResearchNeeds in Preservation of Library Microforms." The stability of microfilm in-storagewas
a primary concern, with two facets: storage and inspection. Neale examinedthemyths andrealities of "archival" filmin "archival" storage,with
an emphasisupon standards. The topic of inspection of stored microforms
was addressedby Mobley and the AIIM. Mobley described an automated
microfilm inspection program. AtrM produced, for the frrst time, its recommended practice for inspection of stored film as American National
StandardsInstitute (ANSI) standard MS45-1989. The standard updates
government and military inspection procedures defined in 1967 and 1975 .
BIBLIoGRAPIilC CONTROL
Riitimann began an international project to create an international databaseof bibliographic records for preservedmaterials. The project would
bring together, for the first time, records of preservation microforms from
arouhd the world. Research Libraries Group (RLG) activity in this area
was also noted ("Progress Reported. .").
Use of the USMARC format(s) for bibliographic control of microforms
saw momentouschangesin 1989. Changesranged from a minor revision
of the 007 field, allowing libraries to distinguish between film-base types
(including polyester film basefor the first time), to strategies for recording
preservationmicrofilming activity. Two strategieswere put forward. That
of the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) mandated data elements
for inclusion in the bibliographic record. That of the Multiple Versions
Forum, held in December 1989 and published in early 1990, suggesteda
two-tiered, hierarchical configuration of bibliographic and holdings records. The forum report represents a conceptual design for attaching holdings records for both original and microform copies to a single biblio-

jor microform sets and detailed problems associated with this activity.
Leung detailed accomplishmentssince 1980 and describedset-processing
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procedures. She called upon micropublishers to become involved in the
ireation of USMARC or compatible records for microforms.
MICROGRAPItrCSEQUIPMENT
Development of micrographics equipment wasslow in comparison to that
of new teclmologies seenat AIIM showsor recorded in either its sourcebook
(AIIM A) or thJinternational sourcebook(lgSg Internntiornl . . .). News
ior usersof Kodak's MRD-2 planetary cametawas not good asrumor circulated that it would soon be removed fiom the market. A survey of planetary
cameraslisted the MRD-2 as one of only ten available planetary cameras' as
one of the three most affordable, and is the only one manufactured in the
U.S. The survey also listed the newest products on the market. Other news
regarding plandtary cameras came from Felts, who described use of blips
for automatedretrieval.
In a report on color microfilm, the superior image gapture of Herrmann
& Kraemer cameraswas noted. Also, AIIM releaseda product specification sheet for readers and reader printers. (AIIM H)
MICROPUBLISHING
In micropublishing, 1989 saw an increasein concern-for the quality of
commercidlly produ-cedmicroforms. The Micropublishing.Committee of
the ResourcesSection of ALCTS published a checklist for libraries investigating microform quality. The Commission on Preservationand Access
ailnouiced sponsors'hipoT a pretest to survey micropublishers regarding
compliance wittr stand?fOsand quality microform. production ("AALL to
conduct . . .). The survey, desilned 6y the American Association of Law
Libraries (AALL) and I{LG, eialuat6s how commercial microforms fit
into a national preservation pfogram. To ensure the quality of commercial
microforms, Walker proOuien I sample agreement for commercial reproduction of materials belonging to libraries (Walker B).
PNPSBNVIUON MICROFILMING
In the United States, preservation microfilming reached a popular audience with the release of the film SIow Fires; one reviewer of the film described preservation microfilming as a "moral imperativg," in_abattle to
staveofian "impending disaster.-' In the battle itself, Walker describeda
prograrnmatic
aiproacf, to preservation microfilming, calling for further
-study
of optical-ciharacter r-ecognition (OCR) and campaigls to increase
acceptancdof microforms among users (Walker A). Col addressedselection bf historical records for miciofilming in the year RLG applied for the
first national cooperative grant to film arbhival materials. From a service
bureau's point of view, Jonesdescribedthe role of the Mid-Atlantic Preservation Service(MAPS) in preserva
and long-term expectations (JonesA)
'
MAPS also conducted researchinto
"the
repo
final
Though presented as
operating strategies. . .," thereport
study now being conducted by a sul
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Committee. Nelson provided the most comprehensivereview of the year's
achievements.
Peripheral to the issue, AIIM releaseda study of salaries and benefits in
the industry (AIIM E). The study suggeststhat noncoflrmercial agencies
have a difficult time retaining trained staff becauseof their low pay scales.

Tbcrnnclr- kooucrron oF MrcRoFoRMs
The potential of color microfilm was a topic of concern addressedby C.
Lee Jones of MAPS and James Reilly of the Image Permanence Institute
(IPI), as well as AIIM. Jonesand Reilly, it was reported ("Color Microfilm . . ."), found Herrmann & Kraemer color camerasproduced gteater
lines of resolution than most monochrome cameras.AIIM's technical report discussedsupplies, practices, and processesin addition to equipment

(ArrMc).

Debate over the use of ammonia in the reproduction materials manufacturing industry, begun in 1987, was revisited in 1989 when OSHA issued
new exposure standardsfor air contaminants. Publications concerning the
use of ammoniain the industry unanimously argue againstOSHA's reclassification of ammonia ("Anhydrous Ammonia . . .," and "OSHA on
Ammonia"). The Association of Reproduction Materials Manufacturers
(ARMM) argued most vigorously, detailing use of ammonia in the industry. Ammonia is instrumental in diazo microform production. Debate does
not addressoff-gassing during storage. Brady, discussingmicrofiche duplication methods, and Rupp, extolling the virtues of diazo (Rupp B) did
not addressthe debatebut rather the economicsand easeof the methods.
Other issues in the area of technical production of microforms include
barcoding on microfilm (AUM B), environmental and right-to-know regulations (AIIM D), and silver recovery techniques(AIIM K).
IVICROGRAPHICSTANDARDS
AIIM marketed a new compilation of preservation standards (AIIM G)
and introduced new standards for expungement and deletion of microfilmed images (AIIM J) and for inspection of stored microfilm (AIIM I).
ANSI releasednew or revised standardsfor enclosuresand containers(A),
brittlenessof film @), folding enduranceof film (C), safety film (D), and
engineering reproductions (E). AIIM also began work to revise its standard MS23-1983, which details operationalproceduresfor microfilming.
Rupp reported on international standardsdevelopments withinthe International StandardsOrganization (ISO) (Rupp A). Courtot's column provided periodic updateson U.S. standardsactivity in FYI/IM.
PrroroCOprnRs AND PHoToCOPYING
McKern presentedthe work of the Copying Committee of RLMS , which
included survey results relevant topublic-use copiers in library services.
"The purpose of the survey was to answer two questions: (1) What features are essentialfor public-use copy machinesin libraries? and (2) What
are libraries willing or able to pay for thosefeatures?' ' Service, durability,
image quality, edge copying, and accessibility were among desired fea-
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tures. Williams presentedsome of the latest information on photocopier
development.
Tnmmcsnilr-r
Two items, McConnell and Watson, discussedtelefacsimile broadly.
Both provided an overview of fax, beginning with a brief review of standards and devices and including discussion of current facsimile technology. Though McConnell was more detailed, each was written to assist in
deirnition of fax needsand selectionof an appropriatesystem.McConnell,
unlike Watson, also considered the future of fax in relation to electronic
imaging systems. Williams warned that fax papers are thermal and therefore transient.

Auorovtsulr Colr-BcuoNs
Much of the emphasisin preservationof audiovisual collections is concentratedon cleaning, conservation,and storagerather than reproduction.
Moreover, concern-for reproduction and reproduction media cannot be
separatedfrom consideration of archival storage criteria.
In the area of motion picture film, the Library of Congress("Library's
Preservation Lab . . .") reported the activity of its Motion Picture Preservation Laboratory, briefly describing reproduction and other preservation
efforts.
In the area of photographs and photonegatives, reproduction of duplica-tion was considEredby Puglia and Sundt. Puglia presentedan outline of
considerationsrelatedio dulHcation. Sundt, c6ncernedin part with dupli
cating films, and Rempel, were primarily concerned with the storage of
masters. Young and Burgess were concernedwith the impact of storage
materials and environment on stored photographic materials. For its paft,
ANSI revised and replacedstandardPHI .53-1986 with IT9 .2-1989, governing filing enclosures and storage containers.
In the area of recorded sound, Paton reported on a meeting of the Association for Recorded Sound Collections/Associated Audio Archives Committee, noting that the ANSI IT9 Committee and the Audio Engineering
Society are discussing a cooperative venture to test magnetic and optical
media for archival qualities. the intent of the venture is the "developmgnt
of authoritative recbmmendations for acceptable characteristics of archival storagemedia [for recorded sound]." Vanker discussedthe possibility
of digitai-audio tape (DAT) as an archival medium. Originally created for
video applications, DAT, Vanker suggests,is a viable "backup_technology" wlth many potential applications for which standardsmust be developed (Vanker A).
NEw TECH}.{OLOGIES
The literature ofnew technologies available for usein reproduction is far
more extensive than can be reviewed here. The most pertinent literature
was authored by Cawkell, Cinnamon, and_Saffady, who presented an
overview or review of the state of the art of imaging and optical storage
technologies. Jander provided the most complete list and description of
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available image processing systems. Bagg presentedthoughtful criteria for
use of CD-ROM.
A number of sources reported the use of optical disk technology by archives and libraries . The Abbey Newsletter reported efforts of the U. S. National Archives ("National Archives . ."). Motley, Reisner and Stovel,
as well asthe LITA Newsletter ("AVIADOR . . ." and "Image Managereported governmental and other efforts more broadly.
ment...")
Wagner related experience at Human Relations Area File (HRAF). Gonzalez Garcia documented the work of the Archivo General de Indias, and
presented what is perhaps the best rationale and most forward-thinking
consideration of the use of new technologies for preservation.
Longevity of media was addressedby Day and Osborne. Day reviewed
deterioration of CDs and guidelines for optimal storage conditions. Osborne outlined deterioration and reproduction offloppy disks. Pioneer received a patent for an optical disk lifetime estimating device. The device
will provide objective criteria for reproduction to preserve information.
Vanker @) suggesteddigital paper as an alternative to more transient magnetic media.
Standardization of new technologies was addressedbroadly by Cargill
and Crawford. Though AIIM and ANSI filled their dockets with committees studying new technologies, only one standard ("14-in.
Optical. . ."), or optical disk format, was approved for publication.

Copvnrcnr
It was reported that in the United Kingdom the International Publishers
Association (IPA) had protested photocopying practices of the British Library Document Supply Centre. IPA referred to copies made by the centre
as "unauthorized," while the centre supported the argument that practices
represented"fair use." An editorial tn Informntion Media and Technology
correlates this to U.S. copyrighthistory and argued for "licensed copying"
linked to a pay-as-you-usesystem.("Publishers Gunning. . ."). The argument remains largely unresolved. With regard to copyright and new disk
technology, Shaiman and Williams examined copyright legislation and the
notion of "fair use" bv libraries.
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ment books, audiovisuals, and microformat material are not included unless they accompanya book for sale."

^The.article'sobjective is twofold: (1) to depict the broad characteristics
of the in-print items availablein the u.s. book trade and (2) to evaluatethe
accuracy and potential of BIP Plus as a tool for generating data and testing
hypothesesconcerning the book trade.

Punr,rclrroN YEARSnancrms
The searchstrategy "py:n"

will retrieve the number of entries from a
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Figure1. Entriesby Nineteenth-Century
entries_ryi^th
no g{lication date(6,992) as well as a scatteringfor future
years:160for 1989;7for 1990;2for l99l:4 for 1998;and I for 1999.
The authorinitially assumedthe 1999entry must be a monumentalwork
that would bein preparationfor morethana decadebut wasshockedto see
that it referredto anillustratedthirty-two-pagejuvenile pamphleton snow
sports!OCLC indicatedthis item ivas aciuilty publishedin 1987,so an
obviouserror appearedin B/P P/us.The 1998imprintswere alsoerrors,
but the 1990and 1991datastoodfor leeitimateeritries.
The large^numberof citationsfrom tfr'eAistantpastwas a surprise.Examinationof thecitationsindicatedthat this pheno-menon
resulte-d
from inconsistency
intheBIP Plusdatabase's
handlingof reprints,reflectingpubTABLE 2
Surr,rulnyor Errnrns sy DecA.nr
Total

1980-89
1970-79
1960-69
1950-59
194949
1930-39
1920-29
1910-19
1900-09
1890-99

4ffi.546
t77,216
35,712
7,553
2.985
3.015
2,462
1.418
1,315
921

r880-89 437
1870-79 233
1860-69 172
1850-59 189
t84o-49
t27
1830-39
67
1820-29
36
1810-19 3 l
r800-09
22
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lishers' divergentmethodsof reporting data to Bowker. Generally,a
reprint dateappearsin the publicationyear field andthe entry includesa
note"repr of n edition," citing theoriginalpublicationyear,whichis not
searchable.However, for many older citations the original publication
date,not the reprint date,appearsin the searchablefreld. Often theitem is
not evenidentifredas a reprint.
No BIP Plus searchstrategydistinguishesoriginal works from reprints.
A keywordsearch,i.e., "kw:teprint," can identify entrieshavingthe
word ''reprint" in theauthor,title, series,edition,or publisherfields,but
this would representonly a fraction of the total reprints in the database.
Reprinteditionsthat do not have "reprint" in a keyword-searchable
field
andentriescontainingonly thenote "repr of . ." cannotbe retrieved.Of
the 13,438BIP PIusentriespublishedprior to 1950,4,295 (32 percent)
just noted
canbeselected
undera keywordsearch,althoughfor thereasons
the actualnumberof reprintsirmongthemis undoubtedlyhigher. The inability to distinguishreprints from original editionsreducesthe value of
publication year analysis,but it is neverthelessuseful to determinethe
numberof items from a particular year still availablein the book trade.

krcp Srmcnrs

nearestdollar had beenentere!, the argument"pr:1.50" produces
resultsidenticalwith "pr:2. "'o
Consecutivesearcheswere conductedat dollar intervals from $l to
$400,i.e., "pr:|,"
"pr:2r" "pt:3," etc. The highestdistributions

Table3 illustratestheresultsobtainedby searchingat $10incrementsup
to $100for: (1) all entries,(2) booksforjuvenile andyoungadult audi-

juvenileandyoungadultboolscostlessthan$10.49,and98.7percentcost
lessthan $20.49confirming the commonlyheld assumptionthatjuvenile
andyoung adult materialis lessexpensive.
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TABLE 3
ENrnrsssv PRrcr:CuuurA.rtvr Tornr nv $10INcnsMnNrsro $100
Total
Under

$10.49
$20.49
$30.49
$40.49
$50.49
$60.49
$70.49
$80.49
$90.49
$100.49
Over
$100.50
Total

All Books
No.
%

Juvenileand
Young Adult
%
No.

276,211 36.s
469,345 6 2 .r
569,008 75.3
627,407 83.0
663,019 87;l
685,031 90.6
699,229 92.5
712,777 94.3
721,033 95.4
728,654 96.4

40,345 74.6
53,320 98.7
53,719 99.4
53,790 99.5
53,816 99.6
53,835 99.6
53,853 99.6
53,873 99.7
53,886 99.7
53,901 99.7

235,866 33.6
416,025 59.3
515,289 73.4
573,617 8r.7
609,203 86.8
631,196 89.9
@5,376 92.0
658,904 93.9
667,147 95.1
674,753 96.2

27,146
755,800

r46
54,M7

27,WO
701,753

LaNculcn

Adult
No.

%

SEARCHES

the database.
In instances when two names uueused for the same language, such as
"Cambodian" and "Khmer," or "Persian" and "Farsi," it was not apparent which term to search, so both were tested. A hit was made under
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whicheverterm appearsin thebibliographicalrecord,but a consistentpatternwasnot observed.Five itemswereretrievedunder"Cambodian" and
two under "Khmer." "Persian" found thirty-seventitles, but "Farsi"
none,whereas"Amharic" obtainedtwo books,but "Ethiopian" did not
retrieveany.
Table4 indicatesthe searchresultsby language.Themajor WesternEuropelanguages(Spanish,French,andGerman)top the list, althoughhits
weremadefor ninetylanguages.
At least100booksareavailablein eachof
thirteenforeign languages,mostly European.It is possiblethat additional
obscurelanguages
mightbe foundin BIP Plus,becatseonly a fractionof
theworld's 5,000languages
wassearched.
TABLE 4
ENrnrssny LlNcuacs
Lanaguage

Number

Language

Number

Spanish
French
English (bilingual)
German
Russian
Italian
Arabic
Latin
Chinese
Greek
Portuguese
Hebrew
Japanese
Dutch
Polish
Hungarian
Croatian
Ukrainian
Catalan
Danish
Swedish
Norwegian
Finnish
Serbian
Korean
Persian
Czech

4,369
3,956
3,845
3,lgg
902
503
383
300

Sanskrit
Slovenian
Serbocroatian
Turkish
Bulgarian
Yiddish
Hindi
Romanian
Slovak
Vietnamese
Tibetan
Esperanto
Armenian
Hawaiian
Indonesian
Tagalog
Urdu
Lithuanian
Swahili

3l
27
24
24
23
23
2I
2T
18
t7
15
T4
13
t3
l1
10
10
9
9
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

28r
232
r62
149

r47
l12
86
66
64
52
50
50
49
40
39
39
38
37
33

Estonian, Icelandic, and Welsh.
Eskimo, Gaelic, Laotian, and Pali.
Bengali, Cambodian, Malay, Navaho, and Thai.
Albanian and Latvian.
Afrikaans and Anelo-Saxon.
I' emnaric, BasqueiBurmese, Chuvash, Flemish, Khmer, Nepali, Panjabi, and Zulu.
Belorussian, Berber, Church Slavic, Coptic, Cornish, Creole, Ewe, Gujariti, Kannada,Kazak.h,Mnathi, Marquise, Nahuatl, Nyanja, Provencal, Tamil, Telegu,Uzbek,
and Xhosa.
]
I'
"
t
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TABLE 6
ENrnrBs sv Gnaos Lnvsr lNn Irrusrn,c'rloN
Grade l,evel

Number*

K andpreschool
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
t2
College

t9,529
5,102
4,8M
7,315
8,090
7,30r
6,687
IL,I34
7,730
'1,347
6,212
2,M6
1,627
750

Percent

Number
Illustrated

Illustrated

16,l4l
3,995
3,827
5,381
5,546
4,684
4,2O4
5,210
3,171
2,449
1,891
705
549
273

82.7
78.3
79.0
73.6
68.6
&.2
62.9
46.8
4t.o
33.3
30.4
34.5
33.7
36.4

*Numbers cannot be totaled becausebooks are usually classified in a range ofgrade levels and counted in each.

consistent.
Orrmn Snmcn Srnatncres
The subject and publisher search parameters _are3lsopotentially u*Fl
for answeiing quesiionsaboutthe U .S. book trade. Thesestrategieswill be
examinedbelow.

'presses,are searchable.
Due io the large number of subject headings andindividual publishers , it
is impossible to-analyze the entire BIP Pl:',Jdatabaseby subject or pub-
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lisher on a global scale, as can be done using the previously discussedparameters.The prime value of thesesearcheswould be their usein conjunction with other search strategies to test specific hypotheses or conduct a

titles that skews the averageprice.
The ability to use combined search strategies adds significa.ntly to the
researchvalue. To cite a few of the innumerablepossibilities, the illustration parameter could be used in conjunction with subject (to determine
which subject areas are more highly illustrated) or with price (to test the
hypothesisthat illustrated books would be more expensive).

Rrr,rmu.rrv
The generateddata's precision-an obviously important consideration-depends upon two factors: (1) the completeness
and accuracyof
Bowker's databaseand(2) the ability of theBIP PIus softwareto searchit
correctly.It is beyondthispaper'sscopeto evaluatetheBowkerdatabase,
which is generallyacceptedas authoritativeby librarians. A study of the
1969Boolcsin Print by Cambieret al. found an error rate of 8.8 percent
whensamplesfrom BiP werccomparedwith PTLll.tt Errorstn BiP were
dividedinto ninecategories:
authoromission,authorerror, title omission,
title error, dateomission,dateerror, priceomission,priceerror, andmiscellaneous.Author and title errors would not be relevant to the search
strategiesusedin this paper. Basedon calculationsfrom the figures presentedby Cambieret al., theerror ratefor pricedatawouldbe 1.1 percent
and1.0perc-epJ
marfor publicationdata-both well within theacceptable
gin of error.""'
Three methodsare available for ascertainingthe accuracyof search
results:(1) determiningif different searchstrategiesobtainlogically consistentresults, (2) assessingwhetherthe samesearchstrategyproduces
consistentresults on multiple trials, and (3) directly examiningthe retrieved citationsto ensureconformancewith the searchparameters.
As previouslymentioned,different searchstrategiesproducemathematically inconsistentresults. The year-by-yearpublication date search
resultsfrom table 1 andfigure 1 addto 697,978; the decadetotal in table2
equals 694,457; and two century-wide searchesfor all nineteenthand
twentiethcenturyentriesequal693,511.By logic thesefiguresshouldbe
identicalasthey representall entriesfrom 1800to thepresent.Likewise,
(1) priceequalsor is lessthan$50and(2)price
thesumof thetwo searches
(1) priceequalsor is less
exceeds$50shouldequalthesumofthe searches
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than $100 and (2) price exceeds$100. However, the former is 758,995 and
the latter 755,800. Consultation with a Bowker representativeindicated
these discrepancies,which it was stated should fall into a I to2 percent
range, are due to (1) multiple citations in a single entry, e.g., a paperback
and a hard-cover edition, and (2) subcompositerecords, i.e., separate
books that might be sold as a packaged set.il
Subcomposite records account for approximately 4 percent of the citations in BIP Plus." They consist of a "mother record" for the collective
title and "child records," which list the individual volumes. Figure 2 illustrates a subcomposite record. The entry for The l,etters of William and
Dorothy Wordswonh represents the mother record, while the subentries
for volumes one and two constitute the child records.
Inconsistent searchresults are explained by the factthata searchrecords
a hit if the parameter is found in either the mother record or the child records, but a subcompositerecord will produce only one hit on a single
search, even if two or more of the child records meet the search terms.
Examination of figure 2 will illustrate this concept. Year-by-year publication date searchesfor the twentieth century would produce three hits, one
eachfor 1967,1969, and 1970. However, a single searchfor all items published in the l9@s would result in only one hit, eventhough three volumes
in figure 2 meet this specification. Truncated searchesby decade would
result in one hit for the 1960sand one for the 1970s,as at least one item in
figure 2 would meet both specifications. Thus, a result of one, two, or
three can be obtained from the samerecord depending on the search strategy used-a principle that would apply to price searchesand hard-cover
plus paperbackeditions appearingin the sameentry. Variant searchresults
are clearly due to different counting methods rather than mistakes by the
software.
Throughout this project innumerable searcheson BIP P/us always generated consistent data for the same search strategy and retrieved items invariably fell within the search parameters. Frequently the item that corresponded to the search specifications was in a child record of a
subcomposite record, but the impact of this factor has already been discussed. Therefore, the second and third measuresof accuracy, as noted
above, were fulfilled.
The maximum number of possible hits on any one work in the spring
1988 version of BIP PIus was777 ,616 (with eachmother record counting

Wordsworth, William & Wordsworth, Dorothy. The Letters of William & Dorothy
Wordsworth. De Selincourt,Ernest, editor. Oxford University Press,Incorporated.
l. Vol. I. The Earlier Years 1787-1805.2d ed. Shaver,ChesterL., editor. 1967.
$58.00x(ISBN0-19-8I 1464-$.
2. Vol. IL The Middle Years, Pt. 1: 1806-1811.2d ed. Moorman,Mary, editor.
1969.$63.00x.(ISBN0-19-811491-5).
3. Vol. IL The Middle Years,Pt. 2: 1812-1820.2ded. Moorman,Mary, editor.
Hill, AlanG., editor.1970.$65.00x.OSBN0-19-812403-l).
Figure 2.

A SubcompositeRecord
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LndlTATIoNS
The searching capabilities of BIP Plus contain a number of limitations
that reduce its effectivenessfor this study's purpose:
1. place ofpublication cannotbe searched;
2. Library of Congress classification number ranges cannot be
searched:

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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preasjuvenile,a relativelyminorincongruity,servesqsane.xample.The
for
origi
date
publication
the
in
reporting
vidusly discussedinconsistency
nal andreprint editionsis more serious.

CoNcr,usroNs

terns for particular disciplines: BIP Ptus can provide analogousdata for
in-print patterns at eithei the discipline level or for_all in-pr.in1 monograbhs. ilIoreover, this investigation has confirmed the potential of CDf.Otrrt UiUtiographic databasesto be used with more sophisticated search

tefns.nt

other disciplines.
RErr,RENcEs ANDNoTBS

t.

18:332-35(May 1987).
..dooks in Print and Lllrich's on CD-ROM: A PreliminaryRe4 . CarsonHoliowiy,
view," Onlinell:57-61 (Sept.1987).
5 . ChariesAnderson,..Usrngtechnology," llilson Library Bulletin 63:86-87 (Apr.
1989).
6 . NormanDesmarais,"Optical ProductReview:Bowker'sBooksin Print Plus," CDROM Librarian 2:26-32 (Sept.-Oct.1987)'
7 . Margo Mead, "Books in'Print Plus," TechnicalSemicesQuarter$ 6, no'2:69-74
(1988).
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8.
9.
10.
ll.

12.
13.
14.Ibid., p.IV-23.
15.Ibid., pJY-22.
16.Themanualstatesthatthesearch"pr > 15.00" (priceexceeds$15)wouldidentiff all

titleswith a list priceof $15.01or more,but expdrimentation
indiiatedit wouldactually.selectentries-pricedat $15.50or greaterdu6to indexingto thenexthighestdollar.
1 7 .Ibid.,p.IV-21.
1 8 .A searchunder "la: Latin' ' retrievedzero citations.

t9.

20.
21.
22. The datado not add to the total numberof English-languageitems listed in table 5
becalsea single_book
canbe codedfor morethai oneothlr EnguagebesidesEnglish.
23. BoolcsIn Print User'sGuide.I\t-18.
24. rbid.. ry-19.
25. Ibid.,IV-20.
26. Basedon a July.28,1988,telephoneconversation
with Martin Brooks,executiveeditor for electronicpublishingfor R.R. Bowker.
27. To calculatethe numberofillustrated second-grade
books, three searcheswould be
entered:"gr:2," "il:x," and"cs: I AND 2" (..cs" stands
for ..combinesets").
28. Boolcsin Print User'sGuide.IY-17.
29.
30.
31.
32.
eITOr.

33. Therewere 27 dateerrors and 14 dateomissionsin 4,000 possibilitiesfor error.
34. Basedon -a February 16, 1988, telephoneconversationwith Jim Drier, an R.R.
Bowkerlqles representative,who hadpreviouslyconsultedtheBIp ptusteclnical services staff.
3 5 . Boolcsin Print User'sGuide.yIIl-2.
36. July 28, 1988,conversation
with Martin Brooks.
37. one cansearchfor bookswhosepublicationdatehasnot beenset,but thereis not a 100
betweenthis categoryand booksthat havenot yet beenpubPel""-rt correspondence
lished.
3 8 . BooksOut of Print (Jser'sGuide,vid'.
39. Ibid, vii.
40.

4 1 . Reviews are included from Library Journal, school Library rournal, publishers
, cltqi9e. Booklist,ReferenceandResearchBookNews,' (JniversitypressBook
lu_eekly
News, and,SciTechBookNews.
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SharedAuthority Control at
the Western Library Network
Fumiko H. Coyne and Ingrid Mitllin

WLN Dlrarnsn lNoIrs AunronrrvFu.n
wLN Authority File records are linked directly to all bibliographic rec'ds
them.z,'This makes it possible for users to find bibliographic
usins them.6,'This
ords using
headings
authority heaorngs
searih or to return to the authorlty
tliroush an authority
authoriry search
records through
6y a sing
single command. The ability t9 aggg.saYbibliogriphic records by
from bibliographic

thority head'injsthroughthe subdiv-isionlevel providesgreatflexibility.in
ri*"fring bibilographi-crecordsas well as an-efficienttool for authority
authority
through^ry$q1t-W
updatingof bibliographicrecordsthrough
;tA;it& The giidl updatins
updating.
inceptionof WLN in
WI-N feature.'Since_the
featur6.'Sincetheinception.of
,oitrerffi-N
ttiuaiog""ttatrgisir anoih"r
tfr" igZ"Or,reiords in the bibliographicdatabasehavebeenupdatedin this
.u*"t. A more detailedexplinafion of how the WLN Authority File is
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AI.]"IHoRITY MaTNTBNANCETASKSAT wLN
-,Du" 19Sg.gtoUA changecapabilities and the linkbetween the authority
tile and bibliographic records file, authority maintenanceis synonymous
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5. Maintenance and control of locally established authority headings.
Although a good portion of headings needed for cataloging are already establishedand listed on NAF and SAF, occasionally new
headings must be establishedlocally. They are often headings related
to areasoutside of North America or headings of local interest, such
as local authors, entertainers, corporate bodies, parks, streets, and
natural features such as rivers. These headings are establishedby users accordingto AACR2, and cross-referencestructuresare created
based on the information from several libraries using the headings.
Just as the NACO project eliminated redundant efforts by many libraries, this activity saves WLN libraries considerable cataloging
time. If LC headings later establisheddo not match local WLN headings, the latter are revised. If WLN headings have more information
concerning usage, variant forms, etc., this is sent to LC. This task
makes it unnecessaryfor member libraries to maintain their own authority files even for locally establishedheadings.
6. Updating of obsolete headings that split into two or more headings.
Bibliographic records containing this type of heading (e.g., "Catholic Church-Doctrinal and controversial works" See "Catholic
Church-Doctrines " And " Catholic Church-Controversial literature") are located, and obsolete headings are replaced with alternative headingsbasedon an examination of title , subject headings, classification, and other pertinent data found in the records.
7. Annotated Children's subject headings (AC). AC headingsare used
by libraries with considerablenumbers of juvenile users. A list of
exceptional headings to be used only for AC headings appearsaspart
of SAF, and all changesto AC headingsare announcednLC Subject
Headings Weekly Zr'srs. WLN staff adds cross-references and notes
and updates any incorrect or obsolete forms.
8. Modification of headings from Bool<s Canada MARC tapes. The
tapes contain records cataloged by the National Library of Canada
(NLC). The headingsare establishedbasedon AACR2 with NLC options that are not necessarily the same as the LC options. Although
there is an agreement between LC and NLC to avoid duplication,
considerable numbers of headings still seemto be establishedby both
agencies, creating conflicts in the WLN authority file. These headings are changed to LC forms. French name headings from bilingual
records ("Eglise catholique. Pape (1978- : Jean Paul II") are
changedto English forms and cross-referencesare added.
9. Other mnintenance activities. These include browsing through the
authority file and correcting any errors found; examining key words
linked to only one bibliographic record for possible typographical errors; reviewing the automatically replaced headings to check the validify of the cross-reference structure in the WLN authority file; and
deleting authority headings to which no cross-references, notes, or
bibliographic records are linked. Clean-up and updating of National
Library of Medicine subjectheadings(MESII) are a likely project for
the future.
Although these bibliographic database maintenance tasks follow na-
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refer to the headings usedby bibliographic data in the catalog) afe automatically included in COM and CD catalogs.
AUUTONTTYMAINTENANCE
BYWLN MNUTNNLIBRARIES

time.

users of the WLN database.

AurnonrrY Coxrnor- Ustr{GWLN:
\illsrmvcroN SrATEUr.uYnnsrrY
LNNNNNS' EXPERDNCE
WlsnrNcroN Srntn UNtvsnsrrv LIsRARIns
Washington State University (WSU), the state's land-grant_university,
has an enr6ilment of approximately 16,000. The university's library sys-
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tem consists of seven individual libraries in the fields of humanities and
social sciences, natural science, agricultural science, music, education,
mathematics,and veterinary medicine, with a combined collection of 1.5
million volumes. A wide range of users including 14,000 undergraduate
students, 2,0M graduate students, 1,500 faculty members, 2,500 staff,
and the community at large rely on the libraries to supply information
needs.
The technical services division is responsible for processing all of the
library material added to the collections in each of the individual branch
libraries on czrmpus.The monographiccatalogingunit of the technical services division, which consistsof six professionalsand eleven paraprofessionals, processesapproximately 25,000 titles per year. The serials/documents unit, with three professionals and seven paraprofessionals,
maintains the bibliographic records for approximately 40,000 serials, of
which 20,000 are currenfly active. Even though processing of the Libraries' collection is done centrally, the technical servicesdivision tries to
respond to the specific and unique needsof each branch library.
Usn or WLN ron TrcnNrc^a,rSnnvrcrs AurorraerroN
The WSU Libraries beganto automate the technical services division in
1977, andthe Western Library Network was chosento automatethe cataloging and acquisitionsfunctions. The decision to selectWLN as the bibliographic network to perform cataloging and cataloging maintenance was
influenced by two setsof factors . '' First were WLN ' s linked authority and
bibliographic file structure, its input/edit cataloging features, and its philosophy of shared maintenance in accordance with national standards,
which offer the libraries avery efficient and economical way to process
materials.
Second, due to rising labor costs, cuts in skffing, and cuts in the libraries' budgets, the cataloging department saw a need to replace many
manual procedureswith lesslabor-intensiveand more cost-effectiveautomated processing. Shared maintenanceof a bibliographic databasewas
seen as an attractive way to solve some of the problems caused by dwindling resources.In addition, WLN treatsits databaseas a union catalogfor
member libraries and makes great efforts to maintain its integrity with a
policy of consistent authority frle structure and of one bibliograltrit record
per one manifestationof an item. This meantto WSU Libraries a clean and
easy-to-usedatabasefrom which to build its local online catalog.
WSU Loc,c,r ONrrNe Cnraroc eNo AurHonrry Frrn
The WSU Libraries' local online catalog was implemented in 1981.
Since the Libraries were already taking full advantageof the shared maintenanceand input/edit featuresof the WLN system, it was logical to continue all catalog maintenance in the WLN database, downloading bibliographic records to the local online catalog via magnetic tapes. The WSU
local system was deliberately designed without the capability of changing
or upgrading bibliographic records in the catalog, given the capabilities of
the WLN system.
By using the WLN online authority file, each heading entered in the
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WSU Lmnnruns' SH^nns
op Aurnonrrv MarNreNANcE Wom
The staff at WSU Libraries concentrate on correcting and updating

UpplrrNc WSU Lmnenrps' ONIINT C^lraroc
The WSU Libraries receive biweeHy a magnetictape of MARC records
from WLN for loading into the WSU online catalog. The tape includes new
bibliographic records that the Libraries have input, bibliographic records
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already existing in the WLN databaseto which the Libraries have added
new holdings, and old bibliographic records already in the WSU online
catalog that have been updated since the last MARC tapes were produced.
The latter are records in which either the descriptive cataloging, the
MARC tagging, the call number, or the authority headings are modified by
WSU Libraries staff, other WLN libraries, or WLN. The databaserecords
replaced by new LC tapes are also in this category. Each tape contains approximately 6,000-8,000 bibliographic records, 60 to 70 percent of which
are updated bibliographic records.
The WSU online catalog is designed with a program that replaces already existing bibliographic records in the catalog with later, more up-todate versions of the samebibliographic records. This online design feature
is necessaryfortaking full advantageofthe sharedmaintenanceworkdone
by WLN,
A large proportion of the updated records contains modifications to authority headings. The close coordination of the MARC tape generation and
loading procedures ensures that the authority headings on the bibliographic records in the WSU online catalog match authority records in the
WLN authority file. When the tapes are loaded into the WSU online cata1og, all the updates and changesdone in the WLN databaseaffecting bibliographic records to which the WSU Libraries have attached holdings are
transferred to the WSU Libraries' online catalog.
The efficiency of this cooperative arrangement was demonstrated when
an authority change affecting hundreds ofheadings and several thousands
of bibliographic records was announced in the LC Subject Headings
WeeklyList no. 4, 1986 (Oct. 1986). This involved altering the subject
heading "Near East" to "Middle East," both as a main heading and as a
geographical subdivision. The WLN authority staff, with some help from
members interested in this subject area, immediately began to convert the
more than 1,000 authority headingsinvolved, which in turn updated approximately 5,000 bibliographic records from the old form to the new
form. All of the appropriateupdatedbibliographic records (i.e., those to
which WSU Libraries have holdings attached) came on the next bimonthly
MARC tape from WLN. When the tape was loaded into the WSU online
catalog, all headings with "Near East" were updated to the new form
"Middle East," thus preventing split files between the two forms in the
online catalog. Of course, maintenancework must continue so that no bibliographic records using "Near East" will enter the WLN databasein the
future or the WSU online catalogvia WLN MARC tapes. WSU Libraries
staff, other WLN members and WLN staff continue the follow-up work as
necessary.But for WSU Libraries, the only staff time expendedfor this
clean up project so far was that of the person at the computing center who
loaded the tapes into the online catalog.
The link between the authority file and the bibliographic file ensuresthat
the form of the heading in the bibliographic record always matches the
form of the heading in the authority file, which makes searching the catalog easier for users. A clean, up-to-date, but unlinked authority file can
only show what form ofheading a user should choose for a concept or an
entity as an accesspoint. It does not inform the user what form or forms
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shouldbesearchedinthe catalogto locatebibliographicrecordsin orderto
retrievethematerialin which theuseris interested.Fortunately,WLN usbetween
ersdo not haveto dealwith the problemcausedby discrepancie,s
bibliothe
in
as
headilgs
file,
and
biblibgraphic
file
the
the authority
graphicrecordscanbe updatedquite easilythrough global changes.
RsrnospscrrvnCoNvnnsroNUsINcWLN
converSince1980WSU Librarieshavebeeninvolvedin retrospective
sion(RECON)of the cardcatalog,with WLN supplyingMARC records.
380,000bibliographicrecordshavebeenconverted
To dateapproximately
andaddeilto theWSU onlinecatalog.Since1986theWLN inputtingservice hasbeendoingtheWSU RECON at a rateof 2,000bibliographicrec-

WSU Librariesusersenjoy.
Rrrrnrxcrs ^lrtnNorns
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update headings in their catalogs. Different degrees of service are available based on
's
each library automation plan and availability of financial resources. In general , they
include flipping headings to,4z4CR2 form; expansion ofobsolete abbreviations; updating of period , geographical , and general subdivisions ; generation of cross-references
and notes; and revising obsolete headings that split into two or more headings. For
more detailed information on some of the vendor-provided authority processing services, seeBlackwell North Ameica,lnc., Authority Control Services(Lake Oswego,
Oreg.: Blackwell, Rev. 88 Feb.); Marcive Inc.,,4uthorities Processdzg(SanAntonio,
Tex.:MarciveInc.,ACl187);Utlas, BatchAuthorityControl:SemicesandSystems,
Description no. 3 (Toronto: Utlas International Canada, Mar. 1987); and Autographics, lnc., Authoity Control Sysren (Pomona, Calif.: Auto-Graphics, Sept.
1987); WLN, When Qwlity Counts: The WIN MARC Record Semice (MAP*S)(Olympia, Wash., WLN, 19m).
5 . Under licensing agreements, WLN software is replicated in several national networks
and academic libraries. They include the National Library of Australia, National Library of New Zealand, NaticinalLibrary of Singapore,the-BritishLibrary; the University of Cincinnati and University of Missouri; Brown University; andthe University of
trlinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC). For a detailed description of the UIUC's use of
WLN software in combination with their circulation system, seeMichael Gorman and
''
others , Special Section : In Depth-The Online Catalogue of the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign," Information Technology and Libraries 4:306-51 (Dec.
1985).
6 . Gwen Miles Culp, ' 'Authority Control within the Washington [i. e. , Western] Library
Network Computer System," in Authority Contol, the Key to Tomorrow's Canlog;
Proceedings of the 198 Library and Information Technolngy Association Institutes,
ed. Mary W. Ghikas (Phoenix, Ariz.: Oryx, 1982),62-84.
7 . Erlene Rickerson, "The Washington [i.e., Western] Library NetworkAutomated Authority Control System," inCrossroads; Proceedings ofthe First National Conference
of the Library and Information TechnologyAssociation, Sept. 17-21,1983 (Chicago:
American Library Assn., 1984), 126-33.
8 . For a more detailed description on the WLN authority control features, see Fumiko
Coyne, "Automated Authorities Maintenance at the Western Library Network,"
Teihnical Semices Qwrterly 5, no.l:3347 (1987).
9 . It contains LC's minimal level cataloging MARC records, which include items that LC
judged not worth the expense of firll cataloging or those for which full cataloging is
highly unlikely due to large arrearages. Records ofmost microform monographs and
microform collections cataloged by LC are in this category.
10. Provides MARC records creatd bv the Boston Public Librarv for art exhibition catalogs and other art-related publicati'ons.
1 1 .For a more detailed description, see Western Library Network, Technical Bulletin,
no. 258 (Olympia, Wash.: WLN, Rev. Sept. 23, 1988).
12. For a more detailed description, see Western Library Network, Technical Bulletin,
no.22O (Olympia, Wash.: WLN, Rev. Sept.23, 1988).
13. Ruth Patterson Funabiki, Ingrid Mifflin, and Karen Corlee, "Use of the WLN Authority Control System by an ARL Library," Library Resources & Technical Services
27 :391-94 (Oct./Dec. 1983).
t4. The WSU Libraries online catalog currently does not have an authority file. This is a
major drawback in the online catalog, which the WSU plans to correct in the future by
redesigning the catalog. In this plan it is hoped that the WSU Libraries will continue to
maintain the authorities using WLN and to download all authorities updates from
WLN, preferably on a daily basis, synchronized with a direct downloading of the bibliographic records from WLN.
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Noteson Researchand Operations
Useof the Library Catalogby Students
at Ogun StateUniversity, Nigeria
S. A. Bilesanmi

S. A. Bilesanmiis Librarian,OgunStateUniversityLibrary, Ago-Iwoye,Nigeria.ManuscriptreceivedFebruary10, 1989;acceptedfor publicationMtch l, 1989;-revised
June
26.1990.
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the catalog are offered.
TID OGUN SUTN STUOY

turned, for an 80 percent response.
Answers were sought to the following questions:
1. Do you make uie of the library catalbg, and if not, wlrY not?
2. Which of the library catalogs(author/title or subject)do you use and
why do you prefer it?
3. Did youatteird the library orientation program for freshmen, and if

the library catalog?
FNDNGS
Extent of catalog use: Of the 200 studentswho responded, 65 percent
(130) indiiated they did not make use of the libra-ry catalog. The reasons
inctriAeA that they freferred to go directly to the shelves becausethe catalog is difficult to irriderstand anci-thatgoing through the catalog is a waste of
trme.
Use of author/title vs. subject catalogs: Twice as many students made
useof the author/title catalogasthe subjectcatalog. The author/title group
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said that lecturers recommended books by giving either the name of the
author and/or the title of the book in question. Those who favored the subject catalog believed it is easierto searchand helps readersfind books of
which they had no previous knowledge.
Attendnnceat library orientation: The survey revealedthat 35 percentof
the studentsattendedthe library orientation forfreshmen, while 65 percent
did not attend the librarv orientation.
Reasonsfor failing to attend the orientation were late admission to the

scheduled.

supposedto be, they did not find it. Somebelieved books werq misplaced
frequently by other students.

RnconnmnoATroNS
- Tll" dataclearly showthat studentsat OgunStateUniversity arenot using thelibrary catalogasfuIly astheymighf. Theseresultsarenot inconsistentwith previousstudiesof library cataloguse.Thefollowingrecommendationsareproposed,basedon this study:
1. The time scheduledfor the library orientationshouldbe separated
from otherintroductoryactivities,anda specifictime shouldbe allocatedto freshmenfor orientationandregistrationfor thelibrary. The
surveysuggested
a largenumberof students
receivedlateadmission,

5. Studentsshould be encouragedto requestassistancefrom library
staff when they are havingdifficulty searchingthe catalog.
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6. Guides should be provided to the catalog to show users how to find
needed information.
7. More library assistantsshould be provided in the technical services
division to ensure that catalog maintenance can be kept up to dateIt is hoped that if the recommendations proffered are well taken, students will be more encouragedto use the library catalog and expect to succeed in finding what they need.
RrrnnnNcrs
1 . J. I. Unomah,"snrdent Utilizationof AcademicLibrariesin Nigeria: An Assessment," fournal of llbrary & InformartonSciencelO:174-82(Dec. 1983).
2 . M. W. Grose.andVt. B. Line, "On the ConstructionandCareof White Elephants:
SomeFundamentalQuestionsConcerningthe Catalogue," Library AssociationRecord1o,no.1:2-5(Jan.1968).
3. Eric J. Hunter and K. G. B. Bakewell,Cataloguing,2d rcv. ed. (London:Clive
Bingley,1983).
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1990Annual Reports
ALCTS 1989-90Annual Report

o By garnering support from across the association ALCTS promoted
successfullythrough the ALA Council the Resolution on Free Schol-

to promote awareness of preservation problems facing libraries; the
posters and pamphlets were used in the ALA President's Preservation
Forum at the Midwinter Meeting. We presented with the Library Administration & ManagementAsiociation (LAMA) for Council;s en-
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Catalogingand ClassificationSection
1989-90Annual Report
ccs Executivecommittee.The cataloging and classificationSection
completeda dynamicy-earof operationsin i'trictr severalmajor issuesin
thelibrary field wereof direct interestto the section:the deveiopmentof a
subjectcode_and
imppye! subjectanalysis,MARC licensing,multiple
versions,andtheMARC formal for classification.
andwell-attendedprogramat the Annual
^ cqs sponsoreda_provocative
Conference,"The SubjectCode:Do We HaveOne?nb We NeedOne?"
Theprogramwasplannedwith theassistance
of boththeSubjectAnalysis
committeeandthe committeeon cataloging:DescriptionairdAccess.
two publications:-Giidetinesbn SubjectAccessto
- Tlt: seclignp-roduced
, Etc. andCatalogingfor Children:A
neswere publishedby ALA in June
levelopedin directresponseto access
;ectionbythePublicLibrary Associarliography appearedin ALCTSNewsto strongmembershipinterestin research,the ccS Execu. In response
tive committee instituteda new discussiongroup, the catalogingand
classificationResearchDiscussionGroup.Th; ces ExecutiveeoirmitteealsorequestedthattheALCTSNewslelterreinstitutethe columnon research.ccs reaffirmedits interestin anawardfor catalogingandclassificationresearch.
The ccs Executivecommittee also consideredinternationalissues.
The sectionhas five memberson IFLA committees whosenominations
havebeensponsored
or endorsed
by ccs, andwho reportbackto ccs on
issuesof concernin IFLA. The ccs Executivecbmmittee reviewed
"Guidelines for Librarians Interactingwith south Africa" with the commentsof the committeeon cataloging:AsianandAfrican Materials.
Finally, -th" _CCSExecutiveCommitteecompleteda self-studyof the
sectionunderthe coordinationof the policy andResearchcommittee.
DiscussionGroups,andIntZrestGroup.TheCatalogingof
_-Committees,
children's Materials committe-esubmitteda bibliography on catioging
childre-n's-materials,
andinitiatedplanningofa serieJofinititutesooDot
I2th AbridgedEdition.
The committeeon cataloging:Asian and African Materialsreviewed
the''Guidelinesfor LibrariansInteractingwith southAfrica" andadvised
the CCSExecutiveCommitteeon actionl
:scripion and Accessdeliberatedthe
ptof a two-tieredcatalogingrecordas
vasdiscussed,
andthecommitteehas
r multipleversions.CC:DA alsodis, future of the rule revisionprocess.
rt on placenames,andconsidered
re'tqy:'and "game."
ning andRecruitmentfor Cataloging
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developeda proposal for a 1991 program on -catalogiTgpractica anddiscussedthe imagd of catalogersand thd "deprofessionalization" of cataloging.
ihe Ma.gutet Mann Citation Award Committee selectedRonald Hagler

ALCTS Newsletter.

Council of Regional GrouPs
1989-90Annual Report
The Council of Regional Groups (CRG) continued-to provide a vital link
between ALCTS aid state/regionalcollections and technical servicesor-
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The Collections, Automation, Preservation,Technical Servicesand Ac-

e_nces,have provided affiliate representatives with important ALCTS information from CRG officers and representativesin ALCTS division-level
committees.This presentationof "capsulized" news enablesaffiliate officers to understand the work of the Division and to offer comments on that

programs that they have sponsored, communicates topics of interest on the
state/regional level to ALCTS (for programming and publications use) and
to the other affiliates, who may consider these ideai for possible future
use.
. The Cogngil of Regional Groups is committed to strengthening the ties
between the Division and state/regional groups and is currently formulat-
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this.
ing short- and long-rangegoalsand objectivesth{ will accgnqPlish
Suicha closerelati6nstripwitt inevitably result in higher ALCTI memberof
ship amongaffiliate gr6upsas they realue the overwhelming^benefits
that membership,andATCTS will alsobenefitin increasedaffrliate officer participationin ALCTS business.Affiliates will benefit through
to their needsandwillingnessto helpin areassuch
ALdTS' atientiveness
as programplanning.The Council'sjob is just beginning!l lproactive
forie i-nALCTS, brit, with ALCTS' supportandvision of CRG asa vital
in the futute.-Dorothy
institution,CRG'smissionwill bevery successful
K. McKowen,Chnir, 1988-90.

Preservationof Library Materials Section
t 989-90 Annual Report
At the Annual Conference in Chicago, the ALCTS President's Program
entitled "Preservation: The Common Ground" celebrated the tenth anni-

technical services,and coping with existing facilities to meet preservation
needs.
In the preconference"Preservation Issuesin Collection Management,"
sponsored by PLMS and the Collection Management and Development
Committee, speakersdescribed criteria and options for making decisions
about deteriorated materials. Participants learned about the impact of new
technologies, issues, and strategiesfor implementing preservation programs, and new challenges for the 1990s while gaining practical experiencein making preservationdecisions.The PLMS program "Automation
& Preservation: Bring on the Empty Horses!" identified current and future ways in which automation is and should be used to integrate preservation decision making into the automated library workplace. Not every program about preservation was sponsored by PLMS; other programs
highlighting preservation concerns were: "Preservation Programs Affecting the Nation," "Preservation of Electronic Information," and "Preservation of Slavic Materials and Special Collections."
As part of its tenth anniversary celebration, PLMS shared a double
booth with ALCTS, which highlighted audiovisual presentations for preservation education. To promote kinder, gentler book handling, book
snakes (available in four different colors) were sold at the ALA Store for

$ls.

As a result of an investigation by PLMS members into enlisting ALA
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supportfor the distribution of the Associationof ResearchLibraries

organizedas a full committee.
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utive Committee oversaw the implementation of the PLMS restructuring,
dealt with action items, and discussedAssociation and Section issues.
PLMS discussiongroupsfulfrlledtheir function of providiry a forum for
discussionadmirably las[ year and generatedmany useful ideas !!at were
taken to PLMS committeesor otheibodies for action. The RLMS/PLMS

Institutes in Atlanta and Portland.

Chnir,1989-90.

Reproductionof Library Materials Section
1989-90Annual Report
Over the past year, RLMS has worked to accomplishthe goals set forth at
the Dallai conference, namely, to continue the internal section review and
to increase activity and visibility by developing programs, educational op-
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poftunities, and products in areasof interest to sectionmembers.
_ _RLMSheld a very successfulpreconferenceon Bibliographic Control of
Microforms at the Chicago Annual Conference. The one-day session,at
which participants examined current developments and issues in this im-

ResourcesSection1989-90Annual Report
The ResourcesSection accomplishmentsfall into three primary catego-
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parentthat Resourcesshouldconsideran alternativestructurethat would
betterserveits needs.A proposalwasmadeto the ALCTS Boardin 1989
that the ResourcesSectiondivide into two sections:one for Acquisitions
andonefor CollectionManagementandDevelopment.Theproposalis being consideredin the ALCTS Organizationand Bylaws Committee.CecilyJohns,Chair, 1989-90.

SerialsSection1989-90Annual Report
The Serials Section used 1989-90 productively to support librarians and
librarianship. Administrative activities were conducted by the Executive
Committee, the Nominating Committee chaired by Rian Miller-Mclrvine,
and the Policy and Research Committee Marlene Heroux, and involved a
continuing review of Section commiffees; extensive liaison with other
ALA units, NASIG, and IFLA; and review of the ALCTS mission statement.

ordering, and the definition of bibliographic guidelines for multiple versions and serial uniform titles.
Outreach activities included programs, publications, education for serials librarianship, and awards. The SerialsSectionprogram "Access to Serials: Exercisesin Collaboration." featured David Cohen. RebeccaLen-

Conferencediscussions.

Thanks to the Executive Committee: Elaine Rast. Vice-Chair/Chair-

zanne Thomas and Member-at-large Julia Blixrud.-Suzanne
Chnir,1989-90.

Striedieck,
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1990Division/SectionAwards
The EstherJ. Piercy Award, 1990
Jan Merrill-Oldham
Slowly but steadily the collections of the University of Connecticut Libraries havebenefitedfrom the conservationandpreservationprogram developed by Jan Merrill-Oldham. No aspect of the libraries' work that
touches in any way on the care and protection of its collections is too small
to escapeher attention. Yet each detail is placed in the context of a larger
understandingof what the libraries' collections should look like and each
individual action contributesto a broadergoal. Although they may not recognizeit, usersof thosecollections for yearsto come will owe her a debt of
gratitude.
In much the same fashion the staff of the University of Connecticut Li-

From lefi to right: NancyJohn, ALCN President;Jan Merrill-Old.hnm,EstherJ. Piercy
Award winner; and Richnrd Smiraglia, award committeechair.
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braries have benefited from her care and attention. Just as she wants the
best for the libraries' collections, so she wants the best for every aspect of
the libraries' progfams. If she sometimes pushesus bgYond our capacities
and expects us to'stretch our resources beyond what theycan accomplish,
she dois so with good grace and a willinghess to always do more than her

how much Miss Piercy would have approved of this year's choice'Norman D. Stevens,for the jury.

The Margaret Mann Citation,1990
Ronald Hagler
Every long-runningsagahasits heroesandvillain_s.-noqald_Qeleris the
unsuirgheio of theT nglo-ArnericanCatalnguing Rules (AACR)-that anfinished drama in (so far) three acts. His is the only name (I havejust
checked)thatis listedamongthoseresponsibleforAACRl(thebluebook)
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Froylert g-right: Joan Mitchell, CCS chair; ArnoldWajenberg, award committee chnir;
and Ronald Hagler, Margaret Mann Citationwinner.

and AACR2 (the terra-cotta book) and AACR2R (the green book). He was
the chair of the CanadianCommittee on AACR1, Canadianrepresentative
to the Joint Steering Committee responsible for AACM, and copy editor
and proofreader extraordinaire for AACR2R.I have known Ronald in all

Ronald Hagler is an Ontarian by birth, going west as a young man to
become a British Columbian by domicile and by choice. His docioral dissertation(University of Michigan) dealt with Canadianpublishing. He was
a founding faculty member of the University of British Columbia's School
of Librarianship (now the School of Library, Archival and Information
Studies)and has taught there for almost three decades.He is a dedicated
and inspiring teacher, the latter no mean feat when it comes to teaching
cataloguing, and there are generations of Canadian librarians who are the
better at their profession becausethey learned about cataloguing and the

Awards
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book arts.
Ronald Hagler has been very active and influential professionally in
Canadaandbeyond. Besidesorganizing and giving nationwide rygrkshpPson the varioushanifestations oTrOlCFand on th€ Internatiornl Standnrd

man, for the committee.

ResourcesSectionBlackwell/North America
ScholarshipAward, 1990
Joe A. Hewitt
" Highly relevant," "thought-provoking," " intellectually substantial,"
..or[inal," "of long-term-value."Theseweresomeof the attributesthe
gtac[weUNorth Arierica ScholarshipAwardsCommitteelookedfor asit
examinedthe nominationsfor booksandarticleson acquisitionsor collec-

Awards /527
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tion developmentfor its annualaward. With widespreadsupport from outside nominators and an enthusiasticresponsefrom committee members,
reaching a consensuswas no problem-Joe A. Hewitt was a repeatwinner
of this award for his article "On the Nature of Acquisitions. " (He was a
previous B/NA Scholarship cowinner with John S. Shipman in 1988 for
their essay, "Cooperative Collection Development among ResearchLibraries in the Age of Networking. ")
"On the Nature of Acquisitions," published in the April 1989 issue of
LRTS, has an interesting history. Hewitt originally set out to write a paper
on cataloging based on notes compiled for a library school seminar on the
administration of technical services. These notes. some of which he had
referred to for sevenor eight years, dealt with cataloging, serials, and acquisitions. Realizing that an article on the nature of cataloging could be
written only in the context of a large body of literature connecting cataIogersand cataloging, he decidedinsteadto focus on acquisitions.Encouragement came from his wife, Susan K. Nutter, director of libraries at
North Carolina State University. She is a graduate of Simmons College,
and the $1,000 scholarshipwill be given in her honor to a deservinglibrary
science student at that institution.
Most of Hewitt's notes were simply observationsderived from fifteen
yeirrs as an associateuniversity librarian for technical services. Amazingly, he has never been an acquisitions librarian! Readersof this article
would never assumethat, for Hewitt and the awards committee received
several communications stating that the article expressed exactly how it
felt to be an acquisitions librarian, and that it was about time someonehad
done so.
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SerialsSectionBowker/Ulrich's
SerialsLibrarianship Award, 1990
JeanG. Cook
Jean G. Cook is the recipient of the 1990 ALCTS Serials Section
Bowker/Ulrich's SerialsLibrarianship Award in recognition of her leadership and distinguished contributions to serials lib_rarianship.Jhe award
wai presentedit the ALA Annual Conferencein Chicago on June 23.

Fromleftto risht: JeanG.Cook,SSBowker/Urich'sSerialsLibrarianshipAwardwinner;
Xor"iic, awardcommineechair; IzighYuster, R. R. Bowker;andludy Salk,R. R.
itiilil
Bowker.
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National Endowment for the Humanities U.S. Newspaperprogram and is
chair of the Publicity committee of the Serials Indusiry systenis Advisory
Committee (SISAC).

Bestof ZR?S Award, 1990
Joe A. Hewitt

1 990 Divi sion / Secti on Awards

Award
LKI'S Award
Best of LRTS
From lefi to right: Nancy John, ALCTS President; Ioe A. Hewin, Best
winner; and Karen Schmidt, award committee chair.
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tivities. In effect, the author reminds
the reader that the bases and basics of
what we now know in the area of library and information science were
rec-ognized, examined, and developed
before the computer became useful.

the values and uses of computerized
searching.
Hyman also points out that two fundamental necessitiesare involved: (1)
older printed records must be retained.
and Q) automated access to information must be founded on the principles
of bibliographic usage.
The first four chapters set the historical background for what follows. An
excellent study at the end of the second
chapter covers nineteenth-century ac-

cess," "put the show on the road," so
to speak. The final chapter sums up
everything under the title "Status and
Needs," and is followed by a "Selected Bibliography" and a well-made
index.
In the chapter dealing with background organization, the author makes
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Colle ction Management: Background
in the way of the future.
and Principles. BY William A.
Hyman notes that a variety of access
Wortman. ehicago: American Lioptions have not necessarily been inbraryAssn., 1989,243P.$25 (ISBN
tended or recommended in some of the
0-8389-0510-2). LC 89-r4.
maior cataloging codes over the past
for
Don't overlook this book because
feri decadeslp.-+S). Specifically,think vou know what it's about.
example, should a person other than the vou
'I.leither
thd title nor the subject headmain author involved in compiling data

one more entry is added. When cataloss were mainly in card form, this was
a ierious matteibecause it addedthousandsofcards annually to the physical
catalog. With computer access, nrany
kinds of additions and analytics can be
made.
Hyman also reports that, in sPite of
"computerized surrogates, most libraries of any size or age still resort to
manual searchesof printed or machine
readabledatabases"(p.26), apparently
because not everything in the National
Union Catalog is available bY computer. Of course, specializeddatabases
in scienceand technology may require
equipment.
specialized
This slim book covers the major networks and the major productive means
of access. Chapter toPics include
"Printed Descriptive Cataloging Access" and "Printed Subject Access,"
as well as "Automated Catalog Access" and "Automated Analytical Access." The writing is clear and examples well illustrated. It ends with a
summing up of the text, as one might
expect, buf also contains a thoughtful
discourseon possibilities for the future,
entitled "Status and Needs."
The reader who is familiar with the
subject matter of the first six chapters,
describing and analyzing what exists,
may wish to begin with the final chapter. This reviewer found that doing this

only meansto this end.
The term, Collection Management

lishing including pricingl the misqiol
of thelndividual library plus the definition, needs, and wants of its user comand quantitative and qualitamunity;
-evaluations
of the existing
tive
collection. Only then can librarians select materials from the broad array of
possiblechoices. After the acquisitions
brocesscomesbibliographic and physii:al availability including resource sharing. Finally, the collection manager
mist preserveand weed the collection.
Wortman concludes with Personnel,
administration, and the profession in
support of all^the preceding collection
managementtunctlons.
Wortman has done an excellent job
of condensing without simplifying. In
summarizing-the work of the best writers in the field, he brings out opposing
viewpoints and points out where researCh does not support accepted tru-
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isms. Though he attempts to treat equitably all types of libraries, from the
media center to the research institution,
the emphasis is on academic library
concerns. For exarnple, there is no explicit mention of the current public library controversy over the "givethem-what-they-want" philosophy. In
addition to footnotes, he provides an
extensive,up-to-date,twelve-pagebibliography.
His intended audience is, first, practicing librarians, then newcomers and
students, and finally library administrators. I believe that he succeedsadmirably in his goal ofgiving librarians and
administrators an "occasion to step
back and view their operations
broadly." I did not come away with
rnany new insights, but I profited from
having known facts and ideas put into a
coherent framework. For newcomers,
Wortman's long list of required skills
might prove daunting. At times, I
thought that it would be easier to become a saint than a successful collection manager.
I recommend this book highly, especially for academic libraries, becauseit
successfrrlly synthesizesvast quantities
of material and provides a unifying
concept for library operations. Normally, I give review copies to my library; I intend to put this one on my
bookself.-Robert P. Holley, Wayte
State Univ ersity, Detroit, Michigan.
Elements of Bibliography: A Simplifud Approach. Rev. ed. By Robert
B. Harmon. Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 1989. 288p. $29.50

(rsBN 0-8108-2218-0).
LC 8935367.

In the preface to this enlarged and redesigned edition of a book frst published in 1981, the author describeshis
work as "primarily a guide to the literature of bibliography
accompanied by basic standards for compiling
various kinds of bibliographic instruments." The book is directed to "first,
the prospective librarian and second,
anyone who is compiling a bibliography" and supplies "suggested stan-
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dards and readings . . . that will assist
in the compiling process" (p.xi).
In form the book resembles an expanded encyclopedia article with the
addition of extensive documentation,
including lists of "Selected Related
Writings" and endnotes for individual
chapters. The text proper covers 178
pages, and the remaining 110 pagesinclude five appendixes, an annotated
bibliography of 297 items, and three indexes (name, subject, and title).
The author acceptsthe broad concept
by which English-speaking writers
give the label "Bibliography" to both
Buchkunde and Biicherhnde,' he also
touches briefly on book selection, reference work. and other activities that
American librarians have chosen to call
"bibliographical. "
No claim of originality is made for
the text, which the author describes as
"expository at the introductory level";
he acknowledges help received from
colleagues and eminent experts. The
writing is simple and clear but at points
could benefit by pruning; the Preface
and the annotations are admirably
terse.
In so small a book-undertaken, apparently, in the hope of assisting librarians and others to make and use lists of
books and other documents-even a
brief treatment of the "anatomical"
bibliography oftextual critics and specialists in rare books takes up precious
spacethat could be used to advantageto
extend the presentation of enumerative
(systematic) bibliography, the oldest
and most widely recognized type and
the one most obviously related to the
author's avowed purpose.
Not all budding librarians or beginning compilers will need to draw upon
remote or esoteric bibliographies, but
much of the charm of the study-at its
best a voyage through history and a trip
around the world-is lost if the student
cannot encounter individual bibliographers like Estreicher, Lowndes, Medina and Qu6rard; cannot observe the
differences between Germanic and Romance bibliographies or the contrast
between Belgian and Dutch bibliogra-

phies; cannot compare the special lists
of academic dissertations and other categories ofpublications outside the book
trade; and does not examine subject
bibliographies of literature and historyin relation to the corresponding lists of
national imprints. The excellence of
European writers on bibliography consists in their attention to such details as
these. It is noticeable that the literature
cited is predominantly in English.
But ai a time of rapid technological
change the author justifiably concentrates on the practically useful and the
contemporary. It is both his merit and
his misfortune that much of the content
of his book will go rapidly out of date.
Two small blemishes call for attention: (1) "4to," "8vo," and similar
tenns are listed as "book sizes" in Appendix C with dimensions given in
inches, but their significance in descriptive bibliography as indicating
foldof the sheet is not explained; (2)
throughout this revised edition, though
not in the first edition. Brwet's Manuel
dulibraire is cited with the misspelling
"Manual."
Though necessarily incomplete and
franHy elementary, this book is a trustworthy guide to the subject and an impressive introduction to the current literature. It is less thorough than the
works of European writers on enumerative (systematic) bibliography; but,
unlike them, it gives recognition also to
analytical (critical) bibliography and to
aspects of book production.-Robert
Woodman Wadsworth, Chicago, Illinois.
Advances in Serials Management: A
ResearchAnnual. Y .3, 1989. Ed. by
Jean G. Cook and Marcia Tuttle.
Greenwich. Conn.: JAI Press, 1989.
265p. $58.50 (ISBN 0-89232-965-3).
The editors, Cook and Tuttle, have
stated that their purpose is "exploring,
encouraging, and communicating ideas
and issuesthat advance the publication,
control, and use of serials" (p.ix). In
volume three of the series, they have
selected nine articles that address
timely issues.
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Four articles suggest solutions to the
problem of meeting the increased demand for serials and serial articles.
Barrie T. Stern and Robert M. Campbell give a clear history of ADOMS, a
trial document delivery service on CDROM, including the technical aspects
of disc storage, copyright laws, and the
cooperation between publishers and libraries. They also make recommendations for the future use of ADOMS.
At Utah State University, no new serial titles had been ordered in two
years, and 300 titles had been cancelled. Jan Anderson describes the development of a request proposal document, a survey questionnaire, and an
evaluation form for vendor comparison
designed to consolidate the bulk of the
serial subscriptions to a single vendor.
The result oftheir project is a predicted
savingsof $15,000-$17,000 in service
charges for the first two years.
As a way to deal with increasing subscription costs and reduced budgets,
JaneBaldwin and W. M. Baldwin discuss the use of the impact factor for
evaluating journals. (The impact factor
is the ratio between the number of citations and the total number of citable
items established by the Institute for
Scientific Information.) They recommend that collection development librarians use this method to judge journal costs in relation to quality, with the
caution that one must-compare titles
within subject areas.
Jan Bachmann-Derthick and Sandra
Spurlock describe a use survey of serials done at the University of New Mexico. Their article presents an extensive
explanation of the survey and the Kantor branching technique, analyzes the
results, and recommends the method to
other academic libraries.
Ann Okerson and Judy McQueen, in
their article, discuss alternate careers
for serials librarians. Okerson presents
a good basic review of the differences
between the nontraditional library career in the private sector and the traditional library setting. McQueen discusses methods that one can use to
assessone's strengthsand skills and to

presentthemeffectivelyin aninterview
for a nontraditionaljob.
Threeofthe book's articlesaddress
preservation, the WLN Cataloging
Service,and CONSER.JohnF. Dean
examinesmethodsof binding serials
and includes illustrations and a glossary of binding terms. David Griffin
gives an informative history of the
V/LN Cataloging Service, emphasizing its efforts in serialscataloging.Sua concisehiszanneStriedieckpresents
tory of the CONSER program and
discussesthe impact of the CONSER
databaseon serialscataloging.
Finally, Lois N. Upham reports on
the state of serials educationin the
United Statesand includesstatisticson
the availablecoursesin library schools
and lists teacherswho specializein serials. This volumeis recommendedfor
academiclibraries and large public librariesfacing inflation andreducedserials budgets.-Cheryl L. Conway,
Universiryof Arkansas,Fayeneville.
CI>ROM in the Library: Today and
Tornorrow.Ed. by Mary Kay Duggan. A conferencepresentedby UC
Berkeley Extensionand the School
of Library and Information Studies,
UC Berkeley.Boston:G.K. Hall,
(ISBN01990.126p.paper,$22.50
. LC 89-71655.
8161-1934-1)
CD-ROM Technologyfor Information Managers. By Ahmed M. Etshami. Chicago: American Library
Assn., 1990. 280p. paper, $35
(rsBN 0-8389-0523-4).
LC 8937880.
techCD-ROMis anup-and-corning
nology in the library world. It is generally mucheasierto usethanpaper,microform, or online products, and its
costsaremuchlower thanonline costs.
Librarians must understandCD-ROM
if they are to makeinformed decisions
regarding its place and application in
the library. CD-ROM Technologyfor
Information Managers is a general
overview of and introduction to the
technicalworld of CD-ROM. Standards,composition,production,the
mastering,andthe readingof the opti-
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cal disk family are all covered in clearly
written text with concise accompanying diagrams.
CD-ROM technology is an extensive
world of information. but Elshami successfully delineates the components
and places them in context for the information manager. He then proceeds
from the foundation of CD-ROM
knowledge that he has laid in the first
four chaptersto construct a comparison
of CD-ROM with other media. Other
topics include hardware and networking, workstations, and library applications. Extensive appendixes cover CDROM products, distributors and
producers, manufacturers of CDROM, WORM and erasable drives,
and retrieval software developers;
theselistings are a treasuretrove of information.
CD-ROM for Information Manngers
is a well-written text that communicates the technology's complexities
and applications, but to best grasp the
concepts, the reader needs to be an in-

formation n:url,agerwith a good background in technology and automation.
CD-ROM in the Library: Today and
Tomorrow is the text of a conference,
and the intended reader is not necessarily a "tekkie." The information is specific to CD-ROM applications in libraries, and this title is of more general
interest than Elshami's work.
ln CD-ROM in the Library, each presentation is specifically aimed at the
use of CD-ROM in a library, and many
are sagas born from personal experience. Eddy Hogan states that, "CDROM makes sense,for now, for most
libraries. Most library materials are, in
fact, READ ONLY." John Ober
writes of CD-ROM in the nefworking
arena, a great conceptual use of the
technology that is unfornrnately constrained by the current capabilities of
CD-ROM; access and searching in a
network configuration are slow. CDPACS (CD-ROM public access catalogs) are praised by Charlotte Nolan as
an inexpensive alternative to online
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PACs, but shedoesnote that CD-ROM
is limited by its noninteractive nature.
There is no doubt that CD-ROM is
here to stay, but as optical technology
changes so changeth CD-ROM and its
applications in libraries. Librarians
must understand this technology and
how it can best fit into the services a library provides. CD-ROM in the Library provides some specific information on CD-ROM library applications,
and this text should be used as an introduction to the technology's possibilities in a library. CD-ROM Technology
for Information Managers contains
wonderfrrl detail on the technology and
how it can be applied to the library, but
the reader needs some technical background in order to best understand the
work.-Denise A. Garofalo, MidHudson Library System, Poughkeepsie. New York.
Authority Control: Principles, Applicatians, and Instructiars. By Doris
Hargrett Clack. Chicago: American
Library Assn., 1990. 232p. $45
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As Clack notes in her introduction,
there are few current, practical guides
to authority work. Though the essentials are covered by the basic
documents-,4,4 CR2, LCRI, USMARC
Format for Authorities-there remains
a need for a more general, "userfriendly" introduction to the history,
principles, and practicesofmodern authoriw work. The book under review
addrelses these needs, with mixed success.
In her first three chapters, Clack provides a good, broad-ranging introduction to the environment of modern authority control. She notes the
importance of the development of automated systems to the rise in interest in
authority control, and discussesthe activities of bibliographic utilities, commercial vendors, and cooperative ventures (NACO, LSP, UNIMARC) in
pursuit of national and international
itandards for authorities. Clack also
covers the general principles and proc-

essesof authority control, acknowledgine that manv libraries elect to do less
thin ill autfiority work, yet arguing
repeatedly for the value of fully researched-and established forms for
every controlled heading. If anything,
the latter point is made too forcefully,
making the book seem at times more
principled
than practical.
The remaining chapters are devoted

choice of card format as the focus for
most of the discussion and examples,
with a single chapter devoted to the USMARC authorities format. This seems
to contradict Clack's own observation
that automation and the renewed interest in authorities have gone hand-inhand. Most libraries that attempt to
control the headings in their catalogs
will rely at some point on MARC authority records. A more detailed treatment of the MARC format would have
been welcome.
The selection of particular points to

sentid to authority work. More specifically, the discussion of conference
names fails to mention LC's practice of
eeneralizins the authorized name of an
6neoine co-nference.(Mention of this
pricticE is buried in a discussionofthe
iources found area.) No mention is
made of conferences subordinated to
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be found in the tables and examples that
accompany the text. In the tables on
pages9T-99, ten grid position checks
are placed incorrectly, and two MARC
subfield codes are misidentified. On
page 122, the column heading, "Date
of Qualifier,o' should be "Data of
Qualifier," and the column heading,
"Location oflnitial." has been offset
fromthe subcolumnsit should coverby
one column to the right. The examples
contain errors ofomission (e.g., Paul tr
for John Paul II, London @ngland) for
London (England)). Corporation,
omitted $q) and commission (e.9., x
for xx, UF for BT, $1 for $1,$g for $q).
Catalogerswill cringe.
On a more positive note, the book
concludeswith a useful list of reference
sources for establishing headings and
an extensive bibliography.
Robert Burger's Authority Work,
published in 1985, does not attempt to
be as thorough as Clack's book; yet it
remains more satisffing as an introductory text. Its choices of what to emphasize are more broadly useful, and its
zest and senseofhumor convey better
than Clack's dry imperatives the fascination of authority work.-Stephen S.
Heant, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
Getting Published: The Acquisition
Process at University Presses. By
Paul Parsons. Knoxville: Univ. of
TennesseePr., 1989. 243p. $29.95
(ISBN 0-87049-611-5); paper,
$14.95 ([SBN 0-87049-612-3). LC
89-3l7ll. (Distributed by University of TennesseePress, P.O. Box
6525, lthaca, NY 14850).
In seven exceedingly readable chapters, Paul Parsons, the R.M. Seaton
Professor of Journalism and Mass
Communications at Kansas State UniversiQl, takes the reader through all aspects of the acquisition process within
university presses.Parsonsreviews the
practices and philosophies presenfly in
place for actual selection of the manuscrips to be published, discussespeer
review, takes the reader through the editorial steps, and highlights the impor-

tant marketing points.
Parsonsspenta year in on-site observation of tle processat a mid-sized university press. He also conducted personal interviews with directors and
editors employed by universify presses
and surveyed the membership of the
Association of American University
Presses. The author has also served in
an advisory capacity to a university
press, was previously ajournalist, and
has written a book published by a university press.
Withinthe book is a detailed description of the various ways manuscripts
are reviewed and acquired-and the avenues through which manuscripts are
actually sought. Examples are included
of instances where trade books have
been added successfully to university
press lists.
Ofparticular interest to librarians are
two topics covered extensively within
this monograph: history and background on university pressesand listbuilding practices. Thesetopics will be
of assistance to bottr collection development and acquisitions librarians who
may also wish to refer academic
scholars to this book for background information on university presses.
Parsons reviews the initial creation
of university presses, their emergence
as important "gatekeepers" in the field
of scholarly publishing, discussestheir
evolution in order to survive. and reviews their importance as nonprofit entities in the publishing field.
Chapter two, "Specialization Through
Listbuilding," is a very interesting
and thorough discussion with actual
examples of how a press becomes a
specialist in particular areasand how it
builds its list concentrating in these areas. There are benefits ofthis list specialization: a distinctive identity is
created for the press; the knowledge
base among the staff is defined; unsolicited manuscripts are easier to dismiss if they fall outside the specialization of the list; and marketing efforts
can be more focused. While newer
presses may still be defining themselves and their lists, familiarization
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An index of specific problems and
general matters directs the reader to
numbered examples. Another index
gives rule nurnbers in AACR2R order
and the appropriate example numbers.
These indexes appear at the front ofthe
book, between the preface and the body
of the text. This arrangement, while
conceptually reasonable, may be confusing to those who do not expect backof-the-book type indexes to be found at
the front. In addition to these general
indexes, each chapter has its own alphabetical index to topics-again at the
beginning.
The material follows the arrangement of Part I of AACR2R. with reference to rules from Part II given as appropriate. Within each section,
examples are arranged alphabetically
by main entry heading. Appendixes illustrate added entries, analytics, references, and authority files. The examples are presented as if typed and are
laid out in a paragraphed format, with
headings in uppercasetype. Some reproductions of chief sources are provided. Each example comments on the
item itself, identifies the rules being illustrated, and occasionally gives
Hunter's (not Library of Congress) interpretation. In fact, the preface specifExamples lllustrating AACR2 1988 ically disclaims any intention of preRevisian. By Eric J. Hunter. Lon- senting "an official view" of AACR2R
don: Library Association, 1989. interpretation (p.ix).
Hunter's work is most likely to be
235p. paper, $19 (ISBN 0-85365649-5). Distributed in U.S. by compared to Maxwell's Handbook for
AACR2, 1988 Revisior (reviewed in
American Library Assn.
The publication of the 1988 revision ZRZS, April 1990). Maxwell uses a
of the second edition of Anglo- narrative style to convey information
American Cataloguing Rzles has moti- about cataloging practice, and frevated the updating of this guide origi- quently cites Library of Congress Rule
nally published in L980. Hunter's Interpretations. Hunter confines his resecond edition has the samegoals as his marks to each example, but notes simifirst: to provide examples illustrating lar cases and the inferences experiindividual rules as well as types of enced catalogers will draw.
This work may be useful as a desk
problems, and to be a browsable guide
to general AACR2R practice. Hunter reference for assistance with unfamilmodestly declines to claim exhaus- iar parts ofthe rules, and students and
tively for the 383 examples he includes teachers will find useful examples of
(over one-third more than the first edi- interesting cases. A limitation for
tion), but only some forms of names North American catalogers, however,
and some non-Christian scriptures are is the British focus. Maxwell will be
more useful as a guide for American
not covered in detail.

with the listbuilding specialtiesof university presses will assist collection
development personnel in refining
collecting profiles and focusing purchasing efforts.
In addition to the informative chapter
on listbuilding specialization, there is
an appendix identifying listbuilding areasfor all American university presses.
Other books that will be complementary to this one include: Getting into
Pint: The Decision-Making Process in
Scholarly Publishing, by Walter W.
Powell (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago
Pr., 1985), and Handbook for Academic Authors, by Beth Luey (New
York: CambridgeUniv. Pr., 1987). A
lengthy bibliography in Parsons'sbook
provides additional background reading for those interested in the topic.
This informative book should be of
interest to librarians who wish to increase their familiarity with the publishing field or who need to assist academic patrons who have such an
interest. The insight into the publishing
process and the importance of specialization will be helpful to collection development staff and acquisitions
personnel.- J ennifer Cargill, Rice
Universiry, Hoaston, Texas.
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catalogers and as a supplemental text in
American library schools. This book
would be a useful purchase for large

ana Univ er sity, B lo omington.
Weeding Libraty Collectians : I'ibrary
Weeding Methotls.3d ed. By Stanley J. Slote. Englewood, Colo.: Libraries Unlimited, 1989. 283P.
$27.50 U.S.: $33 elsewhere([SBN
0-87287-6334). LC 89-14498.
The third editionof WeedingLibrary
Collections, by Stanley Slote, documents the literature and procedures related to weeding library materials. In
addition, it promotes the criteria and
methods that Slote argues convincingly
are most valid in weeding. No doubt, as
was the case with the second edition,
this new edition will be the standard
work on the subject.
The book is separated into two basic
parts. Part one, consisting of eight
ihapters, is the background and introduclion to weeding (theoretical aspects). The six chaptersinpart two deal
with the weeding process and methods
employed in that process. Slote sug-

vised to review the arguments for and
asainst weeding as Slote describes
t[em. He prov-ides a summary of
"standards" related to weeding from
various organizations. He also provides a listing of his own standards for
weeding as well as generic weeding criteia.
It should be understood that some libraries may not accept the weeding obiectives as stated. It is pointed out that
-the
core collection (that portion of the
collection identifred for retention in the
primary collection area) will differ
among various types of libraries in re-

gard to the use-percentage criteria.
Type-of-library characteristics will influence weeding as they have influenced selection in the first place.
Chapter eight is an "Analysis and
Review of the Literature of Weeding. "
This analysis and review is thorough
and very helpful in understanding the
existing literature. Slote is a severe
critic of the literature, saying there is
little cumulation of knowledge and that
articles currently being published could
have been written fifteen to seventyfive years ago fB.afl.Nevertheless, his
analysis and review of some of the major iontributions clearly illustrate the
value of that literature.
Slote begins part two of the book
with a chapter entitled "The New Concept in Weeding." He contrasts his
method of weeding with ttrat which has
beenused for "hundreds ofyears" and
which is described as the subjective application of vague rules-difficult to
describe accurately, difficult to apply
consistently, and difficult to evaluate.
The emphasis suggestedis on methods
that have "the ability to predict which
volumes are likely to enjoy future usase and which are not." The conclusion reached is that the key variable in
predicting future usage is past and current usage.His researchhasled Slote to
discard such variables as age, language, subject, andtype ofwork.
Part two contains detailed descriptions of four methods of weeding, including a discussion of the advantages
and disadvantages,stepsto implementation, and illustrations of data collection. The "Computer Assisted
Method" chapter is quite comprehensive. Slote concludes the book with a
chapter on practical considerationsand
a cbuple of appendixes-one with
forms for data collection and the other
consisting of "Four Reports on the
Slote Weeding Method." While of
benefit to all kinds of libraries, this
book is essential for most larger libraries and library systems. Another
work, Weeding and Maintenance of
Reference Collections, edited by Sydney Pierce (Haworth, 1990), has re-
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cently been announced. (It is an issue of
The Reference Librarian.) However,
the Slote work, becauseof its broad application, will continue to be the primary reference in the freld.-Don I-anier, University of lllinois at Chicago,
College of Medicine (Roclcford).
Technologtfor the '90s: Microcomputers in libraries. Research Contributions from the 1989 Computers
in Libraries Conference. Ed. bv
Nancy Melin Nelson. Supplements
to Computers in Libraries, no.15.
Westport, Conn.: Meckler, 1990.
107p. $35 (ISBN 0-88736487-x).
LC 89-49458.
This slim volume contains papers
presented at the opening general session of the 1989 Computers in Libraries conference. Milo Nelson's essay begins the volume with a
philosophical overview of what libraries should do to satisff information
needs and admonishes librarians to be
more than "shoe clerks and lighthouse
tenders." Nelson believes that we will
become interpreters of information and
that we must do more than acquire, process,retrieve, and loan materials. Barbara Quint's very short essay reminds
us that online databases still offer the
most "bang for the buck" and describes the changing online environment as pricing structures change and
librarians look for a new niche as enduser training becomes commonplace.
William Gray Potter discusses some
"enhanced" features of online catalogs, including the addition ofgovernment documents records and community information files to local catalogs,

providing periodical indexes along
with the library catalog, providing full
text ofjournal articles, providing gateways to local and remote systems, providing remote accessto the catalog, and
development of knowledge workstations with sophisticated display and
downloading capabilities. A brief description of microcomputer evolution
is contributed by Howard Curtis. He
predicts that powerful workstations
will letus interact with central information servers to extract and analvzedata.
Eric Flower goes to great lengihs in his
presentation to convince us to buy only
80386 machines and explains such
things as OS vs. DOS 4.0 and MCA vs.
EISA. Norman Desmarais covers optical information systems in his paper,
emphasizing current and future storage
methods.
Ifyou have a need to learn about artificial intelligence and don't know
where to start, I recommend Ralph Alberico's informative essayand bibliography on Af, past, present, and future.
Jane Beaumont wraps up with a summary of a topic mentioned in most of
the essays,that is, the importance of a
powerful library workstation in providing a sound platform for gening the
most out of new library technology.
Beaumont wisely points out that "library management must come to grips
with the planning, costs, maintenance,
and training associatedwith using technology in the workplace." Several of
the articles are informative and will
benefit administrators needing an overview of technology issues.-,/anet
Woody, Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond.
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Qualitative collection analysis (Jakubs): 266
The reader's advisor, 13th e.d., v. 4-6
(Chernow and Vallasi, ets.): 120-22
Serials cataloging handbook (Lrong): 283-M
The serials information chain (North
American Serials lnterest Group 2d
Annual Conference; Chatterton and Clack,
ds.):27O-72
Statistics for library decision makers (Hernon
and others): 275-76
Statewide disaster preparedness and recovery
program for Florida libraries (DePew):

2U-65

Technologyfor the '90s: microcomputersin
libraries(1989Computersin Libraries
Conference;Nelson.ed.): 544-45
Telecommunications
for information
sp€cialists(l*an) : 27I -7 9
Toward telecommunications
strategiesin
academicandresearchlibraries(Kinney):
116-18
The USMARC format for holdingsand
locations:development,implementation,
anduse@aker,d.):273
Weedinglibrary collections.3d ed. (Slore):
543-4/.
Booksin Print Plus:477-91
"Boolcsin Print P/zs asa tool for analyzing
U.S. in-printmonoeraohs"477-91
BooksellersanaUootsetlnd
Dictionaries:274-75 (r\Borck, Helga:518-19
Boss,RichardW.: 217-18
Bracken,JamesK.: 367-79
British Library: 265-66 (r)
Brooks,Connie:516-18
Brugger,JudithM.: 139-57
Buxton,DavidT.: 116-18(r)
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Calhoun,Ioln C.: 367-79
Callahan,Patrick F.: 281-82 (r)
Card catalogs,seeCatalogs,Card
Cargill, Jennifer: 541-42 (r\
"The gqtalgglibrarian-change or statusquo?"
380-92
Cataloglibrarians, seeCataloging-Personnel
Cataloging
Personnel:95-99, 380-92,
Studyand teaching-Handbooks,manuals,
erc.:407-8 (r)
"Cataloging and ClassificationSection
1989-90annualreport" 100-1

"Cataloging and ClassifrcationSection
1989-90annualreport" 513-14
"Cataloging conferenceproceedings" 4-53
"Cataloging OttomanTurkish personalnames"
62-78
Catalogs,Card
Accuracyn:24-35
Catalogs,Online:286-87(r)
Accuracyn:24-35
Linking:217-18
Subjectaccess: 179-98, 267-68 (r) , 273 (r)
CD-ROM: 538-40(r)
Library use: 122-24 (r), 124-26 (r)
Censorship:
7-8, 12-23
"Censorshipandlibrarians" 7-8
Chan,Lois Mai: 103-5
Classification,Deweydecimal:54-61, 103-5
Usein onlinecatalogs:179-98
Classification,Library of Congress:54-61
Cochrane,PaulineA.: 423-31
Cole,Jim: 287 (r)
Collection analysis:199-215, 26 (r), 284-86
(r)
Collectiondevelopment:326-37, NB (r),
43343
Bibliography: 333-37, 44043
Policies:262-63(r\,284-86 (r)
Collectionevaluation,seeCollectionanalysis
284-86(r),534-35 (r)
Collectionmanagement:
Collegelibraries, seeAcademiclibraries
CompactDisc ReadOnly Memory, see
CD-ROM
"A comparisonofonline andcard catalog
acotracy" 24-35
Computerfiles
Cataloging:258-59 (r)
Computerinterfaces
217-28, 3ffi-66
Standards:
Conferencepublications
Cataloging:zl4-53
Conway,CherylL.: 536-38(r)
Cook,JeanG.: 528-29(about);528{port.)
Copycataloging:114-16(r)
"Council of RegionalGroups1989-f) annual
reporr"514-16
Coyne,FumikoH.: 493-5O3
Crosby,Ellen:542(r)
D
Databases:
287 (r)
Davidson,Mary Wallace: 4ll-12 (r)
Davis.Susan:313-25
"Decimal ClassificationEditorial Policy
Committeeannualreport July I,
1988-June30, 1989" 103-5
"The delicatebalance,standardsvs.
customization" 133
Delsey,Tom: 234-40
Demeyer,AnhN.: 179-98
Descriptivecataloging:338-49
Automation:240-45
Bibliography: 34G49
Notes:281-82(r)
Deweydecimalclassification,see
Classifrcation,Dewey decimal
Dewey DecimalClassificationOnline Project:
179-98
Disasterplans:2@-64 (r)
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Douglas,JacquelineA. : 283-84 (r)
Drabenstott,KarenMarkey: 179-98
E
Easterly,Ambrose:263-64 (r)
"Educationfor acquisitions:
a history" 159-69
Elrod, J. McRee:135(c)
Eskoz,PatriciaA . : 380-92
"EstherJ. PiercyAward, 1990-Jan
Merrill-Oldham" 523-24
F
Finn, Margaret:139-57
Firestein,KennethL. : 367-79
"Form subdivisionsandgenre" 36-43
"From Columbusto computers"231-34
Fujimoto,IanD*: 12-23

H
Hagler,Ronald:524-26(about);525{port.)
Hanscom,Martha: 264-65 (r)
Hearn,StephenS.: 350-59; 540-41(r)
Hensley,CharlottaC.: 410-1I (r)
Hernon,Peter:109-10(r)
Hewin,JoeA.:526-28 (about);527@ort.);
53O;529-3O(about)
Hirshon,Arnold: 118-20(r)
"Historical backgroundandreview of serials
catalogingrules" 80-87
Hodge,Stanley:527 {pon.)
Holdings statements
MARC formats: 273 (r)
Holley, Roben: 534-35 (r)
Hopkins,Judith:118-19(r)
Horny, KarenI-.: 280-81
Humanitiesmaterials
Preservation:284 (r)
I
"In memoriam:rememberingElizabeth
Rodell" 296
"The indexesto AACR2 andits 1988revision"
393-99
Indexing:272-73(r)
Informationretrieval:109-10(r\,267-69 (r)
Intner,SheilaS.: l1 (c), 135(c),136(c);527
(port.)
Censorshipand librarians: 7-8
The delicatebalance:100-l
Looking back, looking forward: 295-96
"Involvement in bibliographicinstruction
amongtechnicalserviceslibrarians in
Missouri academiclibraries" 24548
J
Jacoby,Beth:407-8 (r)
Jakubs,Deborah:4O8(r)
Jenkins,FredW. : 116(r), 266 (r), 284-86(r)
"Job analvsis"40l-5

John,NancyR.: 5ll-12; 523(pon.); 530
(port.)
Johns,Cecily: 519-21;527@ort.)
Johnson,
RichardD.: 107-26,257-87,
M-U,
533-45
Johnston,SarahHager:136(c)
Juergens,
Bonnie:11(c)
K
Kaplan,DeniseP.: 299-312
Kershner,
LoisM.: 251-55
Kesse,Erich J.: 467-75
Knutson.Gunnar:24-35
Koger, Ellen: 286-87 (r)
Kovacic,Ellen Siegel:528-29;(port.)
L
Lanier,Don: 543-44(r)
Laning, Melissa:258 (c)
Lawson.Y . l-omie: 245-48
"LCC, DDC, andalgae" 54-61
Lehman,Thomas:283-83 (r)
Libraries
Australia-History: I 16-18(r)
Librarv materials
Wee.ding:542-M (r)
Library nerworks: 278-79 (r), 279-80 (r)
Library of Congressclassification, see
Classification,Library of Congress
Library of Congressrule interpretations:258
(c)

Library of Congresssubjectheadings:228-3O
Library personnel
Training:251-55
Library researchandwiting: l7l-77
Library science
Research:171-77
Librarv service:12-23
Library statistics: 275-76 (r)
Library usestudies
"The limits of a title proper, or, Onecase
showingwhy humanbeings,not machines,
mustdo cataloging" 24045
Line, MauriceB.: 107-8(r)
"Linked systemsandthe online catalog"
217-28
Lhked SystemsProject: 217-28
"Lives of noisydesperation"433-43
I-ocal areanetwork:278-79 (r\
Longstreth,Karl E.: 274-75(r),455-65
"lnoking back, looking forwad" 295-96
Lynch, Clifford A.:278-79 (r)
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Menill-Oldham, Janl.523-24 (aboutJ:523
(poft.)
Microcomputersoftware
Cataloging:258-59(r)
Microcomputers-Library use: ll2-14 (r),
lr9-20 (r),5445 (r)
Mifflin, Ingrid: 493-503
Mitchell, JoanS.: 513-14:525(port.)
'Modeling an
academicap'proval
ptogram" 367-79
Music
Caraloging411-12 (r)
Myers,Nancy: ll2-14 (r),27O (r)
N
Names,Personal
OttomanTirkish: 62-78
"Networks and schoollibrary mediacenters"
(Apr. 1989);ll (c)
Networks,seeLibrary networks
Nilson,JulieannV.: 114-16(r)
Nisonger,ThomasE. : 477-91
Nonbookmaterials
Cataloging:261-62 (r)
"Notes on researchandoperations" 88-94,
2t748.360-99. 505-08
Notesin bibliographii records: 281-82 (r)
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OgunStateUniversity:505-08
Olson,AntonJ.: 139-57
Olson,NancyB.: 258 (c)
OpenSystemslnterconnection:217-28, 234-4A
On, GloriaJ.: ,145-54
Osburn,CharlesB.: 269-70(r)
OSI, seeOpenSystemsInlerconnection
Osmus,Lori: 27O-72(r)
OttomanT\rrkish names:62-78
P
"A partiallist of referees"9-10
Paskoff.Beth M.: 199-215
Perrault, Anna H.: 199-215
"Personnelselectionfor cataloging" 95-99
Photocopiers:445-54
Poe,Daryl T.: 179-98
"Preservationof Librarv MaterialsSection
annualreport" 516--18
Preservationof library materials: 108-9 (r),
264-65(r), 284(r\, 455-65,
Bibliography:563-65
"Preservationphotocotrrying
of bound
volumes" zl45-54
"The preservationof library materialsin
1989" 455-6s
Provenance
Thesauri:259-61 (r)
Publishersandpublishing:276-77(r),541-42
(r)
Dictionaries:274-75 (r)
R
Rapp,Joan:95-99
Rast,ElaineK.: 273-74(r)
"Representinga document'sviewpoint in
library collections" 12-23

Reproductionof library materials: 467-7 5
Bibhognphy:4'72-75
"Reproductionof Library MaterialsSection
l98E-89 annualreport" l0l-2
"Reproductionof Library MaterialsSection
1989-90annualreport" 518-19
"The reproductionoflibrary materialsin
1989" 67-75
ResourcesandTechnicalServicesDivision.
keservation Microfilming History
Committee:88-94
"ResourcesSection1989-90annualreport"
519-21
"ResourcesSection-Blackwell/NorthAmerica
ScholarshipAward, 1990-Ioe A.
Hevtin" 526-28
Reynolds,SallyJo: l7l-77
Richmond,Phyllis A. : 267-69 (r), 533-34 (r)
Robinson,Nick: 36-43
Rodell, Elizabeth: 296 (about)
"The RTSD PreservationMicrofilmine
Committee" 88-94
Ruschoff, Carlen: 338-49
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Salk,Judy: 52&(port.)
Sandberg-Fox,
Ann M.: 258-59(r)
Saunders,
LavernaM.: 276-77 (r)
Schenck,W rlliarn: 326-37
Schmidt,KarenA. : 15949, 43343, 529-3O;
53Olport.)
Sci-teci libraries, seeScienceandtechnology
libraries
Scienceand technolosvlibraries
History:263-& QlScilken,Marvin H.: ll (c), 135(c)
"The secretpage" (July 1988);135(c)
Serialpublications:234-40, 270-72 (r),
313-25,53G38 (r)
Bibliography:321-25
Cataloging:283-&4(r
Cataloging-History: 80-87
Standards:139-57
"Serials Section1988-89annualreport" l@-3
"Serials Secti,on1989-90annualreport" 521
"Serials SectionBowker/Ulrich's Serials
LibrarianshipAward, 1990-Jean G.
C@k" 528:29
"Serials standardswork: the next frontier"
139-57
"Serials,links, andtechnology"23440
"Shall we throw out the technicalservices-and
thenwhat?" 95-99. 251-55. 4Ot-5
"Sharcd authority control at the Westem
Library Network" 493-504
Shelflists
Sampling:199-215
Sioonton,Wesley:296
Slattery,CharlesE.: 245-48
Smiraglia,Richard:523(pon.)
Somers.Sallv: 139-57
Stalker,Diaine : 284 (r)
Stam,David H.: 107-8(r)
Stam,DeirdreC.:259-61 (r)
"Standardsandlinked online information
systems"360-66
Stevens,NormanD.: 523-24
Striedieck,Suzanne:4O9-10(r\, 521

Studwell,WilliarnE.: 228-30
Subjectcataloging:350-60
Bibliography: 357-60
Subjectheadings
Codes:228-30
Form subdivisions:36-43
Genreterms: 36-43
"The zubjectcode:two unansweredquestions"
228-30
Swartzell,Ann: 101-2
T
Tamblyn,EldonW.: 272-73(r)
Technicalservices
Administration:273-74 (r), 410-f I (r)
Technologylibraries, seeScienceand
libraries
technolog5r
Telecommunication
s: 278-79 (r)
Thomas,Alan R.: 26-67 (r)
Titles
Choicr',of:244-45
' 'A tool for comparativecollectionanalysis''

r99,-2r5

''Training peoplefor newjob responsibilities"

25r-s5

Tseng,SallyC.:139-57
Thcker,BenR.: 240-45
T\rrkish names:62-78
U
UniversalBibliographic Control: 423-31
"Universal Bibliographic Control: its role in
the availability of information and
knowledge"423-31
University libraries, seeAcademiclibraries
University of Oxford. BodleianLibrary, see
BodleianLibrary

ZRffi

University presses:541-42 (r)
"Use of the library catalogueby studentsat
Ogun StateUniversity, Nigeria" 505-08
USMARCformat: ll8-19 (r)
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Videorecordings: 277-7 8 (r)
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Wadsworth,RobertWoodman:120-22 (r\;
535-36(r)
Wajenberg, Arnold: 525 @on.)
Walsdorf,Irc,k:527 @on.)
Weeding:5tf4 (r)
Weihs,Jean:277-78 (r)
Weinberg,Bella Hass:393-99
Weintraub,D. Ikthryn: 95,251,4O1
WesternLibrary Network 493-5O3
Wilson, Patrick: 36-43
WLN, seeWestemLibrary Nenvork
Woody, lanet:54445 (r)
Y
"The year's work in acquisitionsandcollection
development,1988" 32G37
"The year's work in descriptivecataloging,
1989"338-49
"The year's work in serials, 1989" 313-25
"The year'swork in subjectanalysis,1989"
350-59
"The year's work in technicalservices
automation.1989" 299-312
Yee. MarthaM.: 44-53
Yuster,lrigh: 528(port.)
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New Publication:

Preservation Education Directory. Compiled by ChristopherD.G.
Coleman, University of California-Los Angeles, for the PLMS Education
Committee. 32p., June 1990. ISBN 0-8389-1422-8$5.00

Related Worksfrom the Association
for Lihrary Collections & Technical Services:
Preservation Microfilming: Planning & Production. Edited by Gay
Walker. 72p., September1989. ISBN 0-8389-1324-8$12.00
Papersfrom the RTSD PreservationMicrofilming Institute, New Haven,
Connecticut,Aprll 2l -23, 1988. Chaptersby Wesley Boomgaarden,Myron
Chace,MargaretBymes, PatriciaMcClung, Carolyn Harris, and Gay Walker.
A Core Collection in Preservation. Compiled by Lisa L. Fox, SOLINET,
for the PLMS EducationCommittee. 24p.,Iune 1988. ISBN 0-8389-7224-l

$s.00
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